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Understanding how and why a machine works in the way it 
does is crucial for optimizing designs and inventing new 
ones. For macroscopic machines, such an understanding can 

be deduced from engineering principles and Newtonian physics. In 
contrast, at the molecular level there is no simple explanation for 
why individual components of biomachines move in a particular 
way. Is the movement of a specific amino acid in adenosine triphos-
phate synthase a key requisite for the mechanism, or does it occur 
incidentally as part of an evolutionary pathway that was overall suc-
cessful? Biomolecular machines operate autonomously, apparently 
through Brownian ratchet mechanisms1–5. They use energy and 
information to rectify the directionality of random thermal move-
ments of their components so that work can be performed. These 
types of machines include biological pumps and motors, in which 
the energy is generally provided in the form of a chemical potential 
gradient6,7. Chemists are learning how to design synthetic analogues 
of such machines8–13, with examples including a minimalist autono-
mous chemically fuelled molecular rotary motor14 (Fig. 1).

Kinetic models have proved useful15–17 in describing the behav-
iour of molecular machines, but such analysis is inherently unable to 
give an account of free energy transfer from the fuel to the machine. 
The consideration of thermodynamics is essential to understand 
free energy transduction, how this drives directional motion 
and generates the capacity to perform work18 and, hence, how to 
optimize the motor’s design. Up to now, attempts12,19–24 to design 
molecular motors have been led by chemical intuition, with little 
opportunity to reliably judge the effectiveness of a machine’s design 
or performance unless and until it has been realized experimentally.

Recently, stochastic thermodynamics has emerged as a method 
for studying systems that operate at energies of the order of thermal 
fluctuations25–28. The theory is valid even when systems are driven 
far from equilibrium25,29,30 and has been used to study nonequilib-
rium nanoscale systems31–37. A major achievement in this field was 
the connection made between stochastic thermodynamics and 

information theory38, which gave birth to ‘information thermody-
namics’39,40. Information thermodynamics relates information to 
other thermodynamic quantities, such as free energy and entropy, 
and has proved particularly successful in resolving apparent ther-
modynamic paradoxes, such as Maxwell’s demon41.

In this Article we develop a quantitative understanding of the 
processes that drive an autonomous chemically fuelled molecular 
motor14 (Fig. 1) using an analysis that incorporates concepts from 
information thermodynamics within the framework of nonequi-
librium thermodynamics of open chemical reaction networks42,43. 
Contrary to common models in stochastic thermodynamics25,30,37, 
our framework neglects fluctuations and describes macroscopic 
ensembles of chemical species characterized by experimentally 
measurable concentrations. The approach is consistent with kinetic 
models16,17,44, but goes further by introducing a quantitative ther-
modynamic understanding of how autonomous molecular motors 
work. Two features—information flow and energy flow—contribute 
to the transfer of free energy from the fuel to the machine that is the 
origin of current (that is, the net rate of displacement of the macro-
cycle directionally along the track; Box 1) in the motor. The effect 
of changing chemical gating15, power strokes45–47 (a viscoelastic, free 
energy-releasing, large-amplitude conformational change45,47) and 
overall rates on current and efficiency (Box 1) are examined through 
simulations, revealing design principles for molecular motors. 
Particular insight is gained in terms of the role of power strokes in 
tuning a motor’s performance while remaining consistent with core 
aspects of kinetic models16,17,44–48, informing the current debate con-
cerning the role of power strokes in biomolecular machines44,46,47.

As a result, the mechanism of operation of the rotary motor 
can be understood in several different ways: through chemical 
design14, reaction kinetics15,49, molecular dynamics50 and, now, 
nonequilibrium information thermodynamics. Accordingly, this 
minimalist molecular motor can act as a Rosetta Stone for relat-
ing these disparate frameworks16,17,35,44,49–51, aiding the translation 
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of concepts and relationships among energy, information, kinetics 
and molecular structure.

Results and discussion
A bipartite chemical reaction network for the minimalist rotary 
motor. The rotary motor in Fig. 1 comprises a cyclic track with 
two degenerate binding sites for a macrocycle14. One site is deu-
terium labelled to distinguish it from the other by 1H NMR spec-
troscopy, although deuteration does not influence the chemical 
properties. Fluorenylmethoxycarbonyl (Fmoc) groups, which steri-
cally prevent passage of the macrocycle, can be attached to hydroxy 
residues on the track (Fig. 2). When only one barrier is in place, 
macrocycle shuttling enables exchange between two co-conformers 
(co-conformers are structures that differ in the relative positions of 
the components52) that have the macrocycle either proximal (p) or 
distal (d) to the free hydroxy group. The fuelling reaction kinetically 
discriminates between the two co-conformers, favouring the reac-
tion of the distal co-conformer over the proximal co-conformer. 
Under basic conditions, the waste-forming reaction removes bar-
riers without any chemical gating. The chemical gating afforded 
by the biased fuelling reaction, and the free energy supplied by 
the fuel-to-waste conversion, result in directional movement of 
the macrocycle around the track. The rotary motor can be repre-
sented by a chemomechanical network of reactions (Fig. 2) in which 
mechanical and chemical transitions are coupled, as in common 
models for biological molecular motors44 and minimal Brownian 
motors with external dichotomous noise53. Because no transitions 

enable simultaneous change in the mechanical and chemical states, 
this network is said to be bipartite40,54.

Information thermodynamic analysis. As detailed in 
Supplementary Section I, the rotary motor is modelled as the iso-
thermal open bipartite chemical reaction network40,42,43 shown in 
Fig. 2. The concentrations of the six motor species, 2H, 2D, 1HD, 1DD, 
1HH and 1DH (see Fig. 2 caption) evolve according to the rate constants 
of each reaction following mass-action kinetics. The system is open 
because the concentrations of fuel (Fmoc-Cl) and waste (HCl—lib-
erated as part of the fuelling reaction and subsequently neutralized 
by KHCO3, which is present to produce KCl, CO2 and H2O—and 
dibenzofulvene and CO2 produced during the waste-forming reac-
tion) species are kept constant through addition from, or removal 
to, an external source. An important quantity for our analysis is 
the chemical potential gradient between the fuel and waste species 
(μFmoc−Cl − μHCl − μdibenzofulvene − μCO2

) which we denote μF − μW. 
For any thermodynamically consistent set of parameters (Methods), 
the system will evolve towards a stationary state in which the con-
centrations of all the motor species (that is, all co-conformations 
and chemical states of the motor) are constant in time, as are the 
thermodynamic properties of the system. The entropy produc-
tion rate (the entropy changes in the system and in the reservoirs 
per unit time), denoted Σ̇, measures how far from equilibrium the 
motor operates and has to be non-negative by virtue of the second 
law of thermodynamics55. When multiplied by temperature (T), this  
corresponds to the amount of free energy that is instantaneously  
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Fig. 1 | A Rosetta Stone for chemical (reactions and co-conformational dynamics) and information thermodynamics descriptions of a molecular  
motor: two distinct but complementary accounts of the processes involved in a minimalist, autonomous, chemically fuelled, molecular rotary motor.  
a, Chemical structure of the rotary motor and the chemical reactions involved in its operation. The motor comprises a benzylic amide macrocycle 
(magenta) and a track with two fumaramide binding sites (yellow, non-deuterated; green, deuterated for analytical purposes). The macrocycle randomly 
shuttles between the two fumaramide sites when its path is not blocked by Fmoc groups (purple). The fuelling reaction consumes the fuel (Fmoc-Cl) and 
attaches an Fmoc group to the track, and the waste-forming reaction removes the Fmoc group (allowing passage of the macrocycle) and generates waste 
species (dibenzofulvene and CO2). The fuelling reaction is catalysed by a pyridine-based nucleophilic catalyst (for example, 4-dimethylaminopyridine or 
the bulky catalyst shown in Fig. 4a). Note that both reactions are considered reversible, even when the backward reactions (that is, regeneration of fuel 
via barrier removal and waste products reacting to give the barrier) are extremely rare events66. b, Information thermodynamics description of free energy 
transduction in the rotary motor. In the chemical transitions, free energy is supplied to the motor (IF(μF − μW)), part of which is dissipated (TΣ̇chem). IF is 
the rate at which the motor reacts with the fuel, (μF − μW) is the chemical potential difference between the fuel and waste species, T is the temperature and 
Σ̇

chem is the entropy production rate of the chemical transitions. The rest of the free energy is supplied to the mechanical transitions either as energy (Ė) 
or information (RTİ) flow, where R is the gas constant. Mechanical transitions dissipate this free energy (TΣ̇mech), generating directional motion of the 
macrocycle. When Ė + RTİ = 0, mechanical transitions are at equilibrium and no net mechanical displacement of the macrocycle can arise.
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dissipated by the motor (TΣ̇). In a stationary state (the only 
type of state considered in this Article), all the free energy from 
the conversion of the fuel to waste is dissipated by the motor: 
TΣ̇ = IF(μF − μW) ≥ 0, where IF is the rate at which the fuel is con-
sumed by the motor (we neglect the fuel-to-waste background reac-
tion)43. This indicates that a non-null chemical potential gradient 
between fuel and waste species (we consider the case where μF > μW) 
is necessary to drive the system out of equilibrium and produce 
directed motion. However, this expression gives no information as 
to how free energy is consumed nor the amount of dissipation spe-
cifically devoted to sustain directional motion of the components.

To obtain a more in-depth understanding, we use information 
thermodynamics to split the free energy dissipation rate into two 
separately non-negative contributions (Fig. 1b), one due to the 
chemical transitions (TΣ̇chem) and the other due to the mechani-
cal transitions (TΣ̇mech). This is possible because the Fmoc-motor 
chemical reaction network is bipartite40:

TΣ̇ =

TΣ̇chem
≥0

︷ ︸︸ ︷

IF(μF − μW)− Ė − RTİ +

TΣ̇mech
≥0

︷ ︸︸ ︷

Ė + RTİ ≥ 0. (1)

This dissection of terms in equation (1) underlines that the free 
energy supplied by the fuel is only partially dissipated via the chemi-
cal processes as TΣ̇chem, while the remaining part is transferred to 
the mechanical processes and dissipated as TΣ̇mech. This transfer 
of free energy is composed of a standard free energy part, denoted 
‘energy flow’:

Ė = J(μ◦

1DH
− μ

◦

1DD
+ μ

◦

1HD
− μ

◦

1HH
), (2)

and a mutual information part38, denoted ‘information flow’:

RTİ = JRTlog [1
D
H][1HD]

[1DD][1HH]
, (3)

where R is the gas constant and J is the stationary clockwise (as 
viewed in Fig. 2) current at which the motor operates (Box 1). This 
current can be expressed as

J = k+Δ[1DH]− k
−Δ[1DD] = k′+Δ[1HD]− k′

−Δ[1HH] = Γ (Kr − 1) (4)

where both Γ and Kr are positive quantities (for the derivation of 
equation (4) and the definition of Γ, see Supplementary Section 
V-B4 and Supplementary equation (69)), the latter denoting the 
ratcheting constant (recently applied in the context of dissipative 
self-assembly17,49), which quantifies the kinetic asymmetry of the 
motor15,16,56 (Box 1).

Under the experimental conditions in which the motor was orig-
inally operated14, the rotary motor is driven purely by information 
flow as the macrocycle binds with equal affinity to fumaramide sta-
tions adjacent to a hydroxy group and an Fmoc group (within the 
detection limits of 1H NMR measurements), so there is no energy 
flow. However, when the standard chemical potentials of the distal 
and proximal co-conformers differ, energy flow arises according to 
equation (2). An example of this could arise if there was, say, a sta-
bilizing interaction between the macrocycle and the Fmoc group, 
which would lead to an increase in energy of the macrocycle upon 
removal of the Fmoc-barrier close to it. As a consequence, the stan-
dard chemical potential would decrease, leading to the release of 
heat, each time net mechanical displacement occurs in the forward 
direction. This fits the definition of a ‘power stroke’45–47 (Box 1). 
Therefore, according to equation (2), the energy flow accounts for 
the part of the fuelling free energy that contributes to destabiliz-
ing the macrocycle during chemical transitions and which is subse-
quently dissipated in a power stroke.

Mutual information quantifies the correlation between the two 
parts of a bipartite system40,54, here the chemical and mechanical 
states. For example, when [1HD] (the concentration of species 1HD) and 
[1DH] are larger than [1HH] and [1DD], respectively, a correlation is pres-
ent between the mechanical and chemical states: when the motor’s 

Box 1 | Definitions as applied to the minimalist rotary motor

Fuelling reaction The reaction that consumes the fuel (Fmoc-Cl) and attaches an Fmoc group to the motor’s track, generating HCl as 
waste product. Forward (kp/d

+F) and backward (kp/d
−F) rate constants may depend on the macrocycle being proximal (p) 

or distal (d) to the reaction site.

Waste-forming reaction The reaction that removes the Fmoc group from the motor’s track, generating dibenzofulvene and CO2 as waste 
products. Forward (kp/d

−W) and backward (kp/d
+W) rate constants may depend on the macrocycle being proximal (p) or 

distal (d) to the reaction site.

Chemical gating The bias of distal over proximal rate constants in fuelling and waste-forming reactions, quantified by kd+F/k
p
+F 

(fuelling gating) and kp
−W/kd

−W (waste-forming gating).

Overall reaction rate The sum of the rate constants for a particular process: for example, Fmoc addition through fuelling reactions 
(kd+F + kp

+F), Fmoc removal through waste-forming reactions (kp
−W + kd

−W), mechanical shuttling (k+Δ + k−Δ or 
k′+Δ + k′

−Δ, where the prime symbol indicates the case when the barrier close to the deuterated station is removed 
to allow for the shuttling).

Current The net rate of directional displacement of the macrocycle along the track, quantified by equation (4).

Efficiency The free energy available to the motor to dissipate as mechanical motion compared to the free energy available from 
the fuel-to-waste reaction, quantified by equation (5). This definition of efficiency does not take into account the 
background fuel decomposition.

Power stroke The viscoelastic, free energy-releasing, mechanical shuttling of the macrocycle along the track. The free energy 
released is quantified by the change in standard chemical potential due to a net mechanical displacement of the 
macrocycle from the station proximal to the reacting hydroxy group (1DH , 1HD) to the one distal (1DD , 1HH): μ◦

1DH
− μ◦

1DD
 and 

μ◦

1HD
− μ◦

1HH
̸= 0.

Kinetic asymmetry The kinetic preference for one direction over the other in a chemomechanical cycle, embodied by the ratcheting 

constant: Kr =
k+Δk

′

+Δ(k
p
−F[HCl]+kp

−W)2([Fmoc−Cl]kd
+F+[CO2][DBF]kd+W)

2

k
−Δk′

−Δ
([Fmoc−Cl]kp

+F+[CO2][DBF]kp+W)2(kd
−F[HCl]+kd

−W)2
, where DBF stands for dibenzofulvene. When Kr > 1, 

the motor preferentially cycles in the forward direction, as is apparent from equation (4).
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chemical state is 1H, its mechanical state is more likely to be D than 
H. Similarly, when the motor’s chemical state is 1D, its mechanical 
state is more likely to be H than D. A concentration distribution 
with this kind of correlation has smaller (Shannon-like38) entropy 
than one without ([1HD] and [1DH] equal to [1HH] and [1DD], respectively). 
Therefore, correlation between the mechanical and chemical states 
(mutual information) generates an entropic driving force for a direc-
tional current (from [1HD] to [1HH] and from [1DH] to [1DD]). From the ther-
modynamic viewpoint, mutual information constitutes the entropic 
contribution of the free energy that comes from the fuel. As mutual 
information is constant in the stationary state, changes in mutual 
information due to the chemical processes and mechanical processes 
are balanced40. If, as in the above situation, İ > 0, the chemical tran-
sitions are producing mutual information that is consumed by the 
mechanical ones. Therefore, according to equation (3), the informa-
tion flow accounts for the part of fuelling free energy that contrib-
utes to increasing the system’s mutual information during chemical 
transitions and that is subsequently erased by mechanical shuttling.

Regimes where the free energy supplied by the chemical to the 
mechanical processes is exclusively due to the information flow 
(RTİ ), and thus lack any energy flow (Ė), are denoted as pure 
Maxwell demon regimes40.

This analysis demonstrates that the free energy supplied to 
the mechanical processes by the energy and information flows, 

RTİ + Ė, is the origin of net directional motion of the mac-
rocycle around the track. Indeed, in the absence of such flow 
(RTİ + Ė = 0), the mechanical transitions are at thermodynamic 
equilibrium (Σ̇mech

= 0), meaning a zero directional shuttling cur-
rent (J = 0; equation (4)). From an information thermodynamics 
perspective, the molecular motor operates by using chemical pro-
cesses to transduce the free energy supplied by the fuel into the free 
energy supplied to the mechanical processes. The efficiency of this 
transduction is the ratio of the latter to the former and is bounded 
between zero and one due to the non-negativity of Σ̇chem:

0 ≤ η =
RTİ + Ė

IF(μF − μW)
= 1− TΣ̇chem

IF(μF − μW)
≤ 1. (5)

The efficiency of the transduction of the free energy of fuelling to 
the mechanical processes (η) is not directly comparable with the 
efficiencies usually reported for biological motors, which are often 
defined with respect to the work performed by the motor against 
an external force35,47,57 or as the fraction of fuel molecules that are 
productively consumed, on average, over an operational cycle50,58,59 
(the latter measure of performance is computed in Supplementary 
Section VI for the rotary motor). In this set-up, the energy and 
information flows are entirely dissipated by the shuttling of the 
macrocycle as TΣ̇mech. If the mechanical steps of the motor were 

k′−∆ k′+∆k−∆k+∆
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Fig. 2 | Rotary motor as an open and bipartite chemical reaction network. The state of the motor can be represented as a combination of two mechanical 
states (subscript D or H, expressing whether the macrocycle is binding to the deuterated or non-deuterated site on the track) and three chemical states 
(1D, 2 or 1H). The number in the chemical state shows the number of the Fmoc groups attached to the track, and the superscript H or D denotes the 
binding site close to the attached Fmoc group. Note that chemical states without any Fmoc group on the track are neglected as these are present in 
negligible concentration during machine operation due to the faster barrier formation than removal. The mechanical transitions involve displacement of 
the macrocycle, the rate constants for which are denoted k+Δ, k

−Δ, k′
+Δ and k′

−Δ. Subscript Δ indicates that they are the rate constants of mechanical 
transitions, which are only coupled to the thermal reservoir. Rate constants with and without the prime (′) are for the interconversion between 1HD and 1HH 
and the interconversion between 1DD and 1DH, respectively. The sign of the subscripts shows the direction of the transition (+ for the clockwise and − for the 
anticlockwise direction). The rate constants of the fuelling reaction and its reverse are denoted kp/d

+F  and kp/d
−F , respectively. The superscript shows whether 

the macrocycle is proximal (p) or distal (d) to the reacting hydroxy group. The rate constants of the waste-forming reaction and its reverse are denoted 
kp/d
−W and kp/d

+W, respectively. In the experimental rotary motor, a clockwise current across the network is generated because kp
+F < kd

+F, k
p
−W = kd

−W, 
and free energy is supplied to the motor by the fuel-to-waste conversion. The chemical gating in the fuelling reaction arises due to the steric crowding in 
the transition states of the proximal co-conformers (1HD and 1DH) compared to the distal co-conformers (1DD and 1HH). arrows in circles represent the most 
probable (that is, most frequent) clockwise path. DBF, dibenzofulvene.
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to work against a force (for example, if a load were attached to the 
macrocycle), TΣ̇mech would incorporate a negative work term in 
addition to RTİ + Ė, which could serve to define the efficiency of 
the energy and information flows being converted into output work, 
instead of just being dissipated. The energy and information flows 
would thus constitute the maximum work output that can be deliv-
ered by the motor. A traditional thermodynamic analysis of such a 
motor25,26,60 would exclusively focus on the efficiency with which the 
input free energy supplied by the fuel-to-waste chemical potential 
gradient is converted into output work, thus over-estimating the 
maximum work output as the overall free energy input IF(μF − μW). 
The present approach refines this analysis by showing how the 
input-to-output transduction is mediated by the free energy trans-
fer within the motor, whose efficiency η (equation (5)) limits the 
maximum work output potentially deliverable by the motor. It also 
formally defines a thermodynamic efficiency that can be applied to 
motors while they perform no appreciable output work, as is the 
case for most of the synthetic molecular motors made so far, and 
can serve to compare the efficiencies of their operation.

The framework we have outlined can also be used to re-derive 
previous results obtained using kinetic arguments as a conse-
quence of the second law of thermodynamics in bipartite sys-
tems. In Supplementary Section V-B, we show that the condition 
TΣ̇mech

= 0 implies Kr = 1, whereas the condition TΣ̇mech > 0 
implies Kr ≠ 1, with forward movement when Kr > 1. This shows 
how the nonequilibrium thermodynamic framework, which 
focuses on energetic aspects quantified by the dissipation TΣ̇mech, 
is consistent with previous analysis15–17,49 focusing on kinetic aspects 
quantified by Kr, which determines the sign of the current J accord-
ing to equation (4). This reiterates the effectiveness of this informa-
tion thermodynamics-based approach and, again, demonstrates the 
usefulness of this minimalist molecular motor as a Rosetta Stone 
for the translation of meaning and understanding between different 
frameworks for describing phenomena.

Previously17, the ratcheting constant has also been related to the 
ability of a dissipative self-assembly system to store free energy, but 
this connection is only valid in an operating regime where chemi-
cal transitions are substantially faster than mechanical ones. The 
information thermodynamics framework offers a general under-
standing of dissipative chemical systems and establishes limits to 
the maximum work deliverable by them that are valid in any operat-
ing regime, thanks to concepts such as the efficiency η introduced 
in equation (5).

Design principles for molecular motors. To demonstrate the use 
of our framework as a design tool, we explored the effects of altering 
the design features of the rotary motor on its current and efficiency 
(Supplementary Section VI). Basing the simulations on experimen-
tally derived parameters14 (Supplementary Section VI-A), we estab-
lished that, under the experimental conditions employed, the rotary 
motor is driven purely by information flow as only the macrocycle 
distribution, rather than binding site affinity (within the detection 
limits of 1H NMR measurements), is altered during operation. Under 
experimental conditions ([motor] = 10 mM, [Fmoc-Cl] = 30 mM, 
which is sustained by constant addition, [bulky catalyst] = 50 mM, 
[Et3N] = 15 mM, [KHCO3] = 200 mM, CH2Cl2, room temperature)14, 
the current was estimated to be 2.1 × 10−8 mol dm−3 s−1, requiring an 
average of seven fuel molecules per cycle per motor, although only 
10−6% of the free energy provided by the fuel is used to sustain the 
current (efficiency, η = 10−8; equation (5)).

Varying the model parameters allows consideration of the effects 
of potential structural and chemical changes on the rotary motor 
(Supplementary Section VI-B1). Greater chemical gating for either 
the fuelling (Fig. 3a,b) or waste-forming reaction (Supplementary 
Section VI-B2) increases the current and efficiency by increas-
ing information flow. The former has been achieved by increasing 

the steric bulk of the barrier-formation catalyst14,61,62 (Fig. 4a) and 
the latter by catalysis of barrier removal by a proximal macrocycle 
(Fig. 4b)24. Gating of both fuelling and waste-forming reactions 
(Supplementary Section VI-B3) was recently demonstrated in a 
rotaxane information ratchet24. Inverting chemical gating is pre-
dicted to reverse the direction of the motor and could be achieved 
if the macrocycle activates, rather than hinders, proximal barrier 
formation (Fig. 4c). In the absence of a kinetic preference, or when 
gating from the fuelling and waste-forming reactions cancel out, the 
motor stops working, as this precludes information flow and hence 
mechanical dissipation (Σ̇mech

= 0). These results are consistent 
with kinetic models where kinetic asymmetry predicts the direction 
of the current15–17.

The relevance of power strokes in molecular machinery is con-
tentious, as power strokes are often observed experimentally in 
biological molecular motors44–46, but, according to analysis based 
on kinetic asymmetry, the magnitude of the free energy released 
by such conformational changes does not affect the properties of 
chemically driven molecular machines, such as directionality and 
stopping force, and cannot improve the efficiency of a motor to 
work against an external force47. To reconcile differing viewpoints 
as to the importance of power strokes in molecular machines, we 
attempted to use our framework to understand the ways in which 
a power stroke can affect a molecular motor while staying kineti-
cally and thermodynamically consistent. Power strokes can be used 
to induce energy flow (equation (2)) and, in principle, could be 
added to the rotary motor by introducing attractive interactions 
between the barrier and the macrocycle (Fig. 4d), stabilizing dis-
tal co-conformers 1DD and 1HH or, by adding repulsive interactions 
between the free barrier site and the macrocycle (Fig. 4e), desta-
bilizing proximal co-conformers 1DH and 1HD. Our simulations show 
that power strokes can change the magnitude of the current and effi-
ciency of internal energy transduction (as defined in equations (4) 
and (5), respectively), despite kinetic asymmetry remaining unal-
tered (Methods and Supplementary Section VI-B4). This is because, 
while not altering Kr, power strokes can still increase the value of 
Γ in equation (4), reflecting their ability to favour forward cycles 
by inducing energy flow out of equilibrium (Fig. 3c,d). However, 
power strokes cannot drive directional motion in the absence of 
kinetic asymmetry (RTİ = −Ė when Kr = 1), nor can they invert 
directionality while the kinetic asymmetry remains constant. In 
these simulations, altering the power strokes and kinetic asymme-
try together (Supplementary Section VI-B5) gave the greatest simu-
lated efficiency (up to ~1%), suggesting that modifying both aspects 
may be important for optimizing the design of synthetic molecu-
lar motors. We note that improvements that occur through power 
strokes arise from the induced energy flow rather than from any 
special role for the energetically downhill nature of the power stroke 
in determining the motor’s behaviour. As our analysis shows, a pre-
requisite for the motor’s operation is the availability of free energy 
to dissipate through mechanical motion. Therefore, any design fea-
ture that enhances free energy transduction from the chemical to 
the mechanical transitions could equally well foster improvements 
in performance.

If power strokes cancel out over the motor cycle, then no net 
energy flow is introduced: free energy gained from one mechani-
cal transition is lost in the other (Methods and Supplementary 
Section VI-B6). This could be realized in molecular form by using 
non-degenerate binding sites, for example, changing one fuma-
ramide site to a more weakly binding succinamide unit (Figs. 3e,f 
and 4f), with a typical difference in binding energy of 23 kJ mol−1 
(pink + symbol, Fig. 3e,f, equilibrium distribution > 99:1)63 under 
experimental conditions similar to those used for rotary motor oper-
ation. Kinetic asymmetry remains unaltered in this scenario and, 
correspondingly, the direction of the motor could not be inverted 
in the simulation15–17. However, our analysis suggests that such a 
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change would be sufficient to effectively stall the motor, if operated 
under the original experimental conditions, despite the unchanged 
kinetic asymmetry. The simulations predict that, with power strokes 
cancelling out, any change from degenerate binding sites lowers the 
current and efficiency, although a smaller difference would leave the 
motor functional, albeit less effective. A 3:1 bias61 (orange × symbol, 
Fig. 3e,f) is predicted to reduce the current by ~20%, rendering a 
design with non-degenerate binding sites plausible but less effective 
than a motor with binding sites of equal affinities.

In all of the cases considered, the highest efficiencies are pre-
dicted for when the rates of all the forward processes are approxi-
mately equal, leading to a cycle with no single rate-limiting step. 
Rate-limiting mechanical steps promote futile cycles, in which fuel 
is consumed without taking a forward step, as the unfavourable fuel-
ling reaction is kinetically favoured over shuttling, decreasing both 
the current and efficiency. Rate-limiting chemical reactions result 
in lower thermodynamic efficiency but do not reduce the current or 
substantially change the fuel consumption per cycle. This is because 
relatively fast shuttling hinders the generation of a concentration 
bias (relative to mechanical equilibrium), which decreases the 
information flow in the steady state. The strong dependence of effi-
ciency on shuttling rate indicates that, like macroscopic engines, the 
efficiency of a motor will be dependent on the load against which 
it is working35. As a consequence, instead of discussing a generic 
efficiency of a molecular motor, it is more proper to discuss the 

efficiency to work in a specific range of force/attached load. To use 
molecular machines most efficiently, they must either be tailored 
to the job they perform—such as using diesel engines for heavy 
loads—or they must use the equivalent of gears for macroscopic 
engines, to ensure they are working under optimal conditions.

Conclusions
Information thermodynamics-based analysis of a minimalist auton-
omous chemically driven molecular motor shows how information 
and energy flow, the two components of free energy transfer from 
chemical to mechanical transitions, enable the generation of direc-
tional motion from free energy supplied by a chemical fuel. The 
experimental rotary motor is a pure ‘chemical Maxwell’s demon’, 
as information flow is the sole driving force. However, energy flow 
could potentially be introduced using power strokes, one of several 
design variations explored using our model. The predicted effect of 
energy flow is in line with observations made in biological motors44 
and contributes to the ongoing debate regarding the role of power 
strokes in molecular motors46–48. Information thermodynamics con-
firms that, in line with kinetic analysis, power strokes do not affect 
some key properties of chemically driven molecular machines, such 
as directionality. However, the magnitude of power strokes is able to 
affect the magnitude of the current (how fast the motor components 
rotate), the efficiency in terms of how free energy is dissipated, 
and the number of fuel molecules consumed per cycle. However, 
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these results should not be misinterpreted as supporting a special 
importance of power strokes compared to other processes in the 
chemomechanical cycle. The information thermodynamics frame-
work used in this Article should be generally applicable to other 
types of synthetic molecular machine, such as non-autonomous10,12 
and light-driven8,9,11 motors, providing a quantitative basis through 
which to compare molecular machine designs. Additionally, it 
could, in principle, be extended to other types of (supra)molecu-
lar system (such as dissipative self-assembly17) powered by chemi-
cal engines64. We have uncovered substantial roles for ‘energy flow’ 
and ‘information flow’ in the mechanism of the transduction of free 
energy from chemical reactions by molecular machinery, although 
the exact nature of the connection of energy and information flow 
to energy and information ratcheting1,65 remains to be clarified. The 
minimalist autonomous chemically driven molecular motor acts 
as a Rosetta Stone for relating energy, information, kinetics and 
molecular structure by aiding the translation of concepts and rela-
tionships between the ‘languages’ (that is, frameworks) of chemical 
kinetics, thermodynamics and chemical reactions.
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Methods
Wegscheider’s conditions. To ensure that the system reaches thermodynamic 
equilibrium (detailed balance), when there is no chemical potential gradient 
between fuel and waste species (μF − μW = 0), the rate constants must satisfy 
Wegscheider’s conditions42. These are equivalent to the constraints on the rate 
constants imposed in previous kinetic analyses4,16,48 and dictate that the product 
of the forward rate constants along each independent cyclic pathway of reactions 
in the network, with neither net consumption nor net production of fuel or waste 
species, must equal the product of the corresponding backward rate constants:

kp
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p
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See Supplementary Section III for the derivation. These conditions were always 
imposed in numerical simulations to guarantee thermodynamic consistency66.

Local detailed balance. In Fig. 3, variations in the power stroke magnitude 
have been related to changes in the ratio of shutting rate constants by virtue of 
the so-called ‘principle of local detailed balance’ (see below), which relates the 
log-ratio of forward and backward rate constants of a single chemical reaction to 
the difference in standard chemical potentials between its reagents and products42 
(Supplementary equation (33)). For example, it implies the relation
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which was employed in the numerical simulations.
In addition, Wegscheider’s conditions (equations (6) and (7)) imply that 

a variation in the power stroke magnitude must always be compensated by a 
variation in the fuelling and waste-forming rate constants, because the following 
constraint (equation (9)) must always hold for thermodynamic consistency:

k+Δ

k
−Δ

×

k′+Δ

k′
−Δ

=
kp
+Fk

d
−F

kp
−Fkd+F

×

kp
+Wkd

−W

kp
−Wkd

+W
. (9)

When energy flow-inducing power strokes were introduced in Fig. 3c,d, the 
constraint in equation (9) was imposed by changing rate constants kp

+W and 
kp
+F according to variations in the shuttling rate constants. By doing so, kinetic 

asymmetry (Kr) is not altered during the simulation, but the magnitude of the 
current in equation (4) can still change by virtue of alterations in the value of the 
positive factor Γ (for its mathematical expression, see Supplementary equation 
(69)). Instead, in Supplementary Fig. 5, rate constants kp

+W and kp
−F were changed 

to vary the energy flow and Kr together. Experimentally, this could correspond 
to introducing an interaction between the macrocycle and the Fmoc group 
that affects (Supplementary Fig. 5) or not (Fig. 3c,d) the transition state of the 
proximal fuelling reaction, without affecting the transition state of the proximal 
waste-forming reaction. Note that, when binding affinities are modified as in 
Fig. 3e,f, the left-hand side of equation (9) stays constant and the constraint is 
automatically satisfied.

We end by noting that the terminology ‘local detailed balance’ comes from 
statistical physics67, where it has become the central concept to formulate 
thermodynamically consistent dynamics68,69. Its chemical counterpart42 
(Supplementary equation (33)) is fully equivalent to the usual conditions imposed 

on the rate constants to ensure that microscopic reversibility holds47 (see, for 
example, equation (5) in ref. 16). We note that use of the term ‘local detailed 
balance’ in this context is considered contentious by some16. For a more detailed 
discussion see Supplementary Section III.
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I. THE MODEL

As stated in the main text, we treat the autonomous chemically-fueled molecular motor1 as an open bipartite
chemical reaction network. We consider an isothermal, isobaric, and well-stirred ideal dilute solution containing
species undergoing the 10 reactions represented in Fig. 2 of the main text, which we collect in the vector 1 =

{1F(p) , 1W(p) , 2J, 3F(d) , 3W(d) , 4F(p) , 4W(p) , 5J ′, 6F(d) , 6W(d) }:

1F(p) : 2H + HCl
:

p
−F−−−⇀↽−−−
:

p
+F

1D
H + Fmoc−Cl 4F(p) : 2D + HCl

:
p
−F−−−⇀↽−−−
:

p
+F

1H
D + Fmoc−Cl

1W(p) : 2H
:

p
−W−−−−⇀↽−−−−
:

p
+W

1D
H + DBF + CO2 4W(p) : 2D

:
p
−W−−−−⇀↽−−−−
:

p
+W

1H
D + DBF + CO2

2J : 1D
H

:+J−−−−⇀↽−−−−
:−J

1D
D 5J′ : 1H

D
:′+J−−−−⇀↽−−−−
:′−J

1H
H

3F(d) : 1D
D + Fmoc−Cl

:d
+F−−−⇀↽−−−
:d
−F

2D + HCl 6F(d) : 1H
H + Fmoc−Cl

:d
+F−−−⇀↽−−−
:d
−F

2H + HCl

3W(d) : 1D
D + DBF + CO2

:d
+W−−−−⇀↽−−−−
:d
−W

2D 6W(d) : 1H
H + DBF + CO2

:d
+W−−−−⇀↽−−−−
:d
−W

2H

Here and in the rest of the SI, the abbreviation DBF stands for dibenzofulvene. �e symbols J and J ′ label thermal
shu�lings (i.e., mechanical processes) which change the mechanical state of the system, while all the other reactions
constitute the chemical processes changing the chemical state of the system. Note that the la�er are not elementary reac-
tions, as detailed in the next section. �e system is said to be open because during the experiment fuel (F = {Fmoc−Cl})
and waste (W = {HCl,DBF,CO2}) species undergo other (not included in 1) processes: Fmoc−Cl is constantly added to
the solution to compensate for its depletion, CO2 exits the system as a gas, and HCl is readily bu�ered by the presence
of KHCO3 in the solution. With the exception of DBF, whose accumulation does not a�ect the rest of the system as it
is unreactive under the experimental conditions, the concentrations of fuel and waste species are kept approximately
constant by external processes. �is is modeled with the concept of chemostats: large chemical reservoirs in contact
with the system which �x the chemical potentials (and thus the concentrations in the ideal dilute solution se�ing) of F
and W species in the system. �ese species are therefore said to be chemosta�ed.

In the experimental case, the following symmetries between rate constants hold:

:+J = :−J = : ′+J = : ′−J B :J , (1a)
:

p
+W = :d

+W B :+W and :
p
−W = :d

−W B :−W . (1b)

A. Coarse-graining

Consider the fueling reaction pathway, catalyzed by a pyridine-based nucleophilic catalyst (denoted Cat):

Fmoc−Cl + Cat
:+1F−−−⇀↽−−−
:−1F

Fmoc−Cat ·Cl (2a)

Fmoc−Cat ·Cl + HO−R︸ ︷︷ ︸
e.g.: 1D

D

:+2F−−−⇀↽−−−
:−2F

Fmoc−Cat−O−R + HCl (2b)

Fmoc−Cat−O−R
:+3F−−−⇀↽−−−
:−3F

Fmoc−O−R︸        ︷︷        ︸
e.g.: 2D

+ Cat (2c)

which has the net e�ect of adding one Fmoc group to the motor. In principle, we could explicitly include the above steps
in our analysis and this wouldn’t change the main outcomes of the work, thus uselessly complicating the mathematical
treatment. For the sake of simplifying our model without losing its relevant thermodynamic features, we then consider
a coarse-grained version of the fueling process based on the assumption that :+2F and :+3F are much larger than :−2F
and :−3F. In addition, given that in the original experiment Fmoc−Cl is continuously added to the system, the catalyst
Cat, whose total amount is denoted by !Cat can be assumed to be saturated by the Fmoc−Cl ([Fmoc−Cat ·Cl] ≈ !Cat).
�is is an additional level of control on the fueling process, since the availability of Fmoc−Cl to react with the motor
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species is regulated by the amount of catalyst in the system. As a consequence of these assumptions, scheme (2) can be
coarse-grained via a standard steady-state approximation of the intermediates to get2:

HO−R + Fmoc−Cl
:+F−−−⇀↽−−−
:−F

Fmoc−O−R + HCl (3)

where we de�ned the rate constants

:+F = S · :+1F:+2F:+3F , :−F = S · :−1F:−2F:−3F , (4)

with the kinetic factor

S =
!Cat

[Fmoc−Cl]:+1F:+3F + [HCl] [Fmoc−Cl]:+1F:−2F + [HCl] [Fmoc−O−R]:−2F:−3F
≈ !Cat
[Fmoc−Cl]:+1F:+3F

. (5)

�e �nal approximation highlights that, in the experimental conditions, the fueling rate is strongly determined by
[Fmoc−Cat ·Cl] ≈ !Cat, regardless the actual value of [Fmoc−Cl]. Indeed, we could also have considered the species
Fmoc−Cat ·Cl as the actual chemosta�ed fuel without altering the results of our analysis. However, the way we pro-
ceeded here is more general and equation (3) holds also for situations where the catalysts is not saturated3.

Similar considerations apply to the waste-forming reaction pathway catalyzed by triethylamine (NEt3), which has the
net e�ect of removing one Fmoc group from the track. Let us consider the following reaction pathway:

Fmoc−O−R︸        ︷︷        ︸
e.g.: 2D

+ NEt3
:+1W−−−−⇀↽−−−−
:−1W

HNEt +3 · Fmoc−O−R− (6a)

HNEt +3 · Fmoc−O−R−
:+2W−−−−⇀↽−−−−
:−2W

HNEt +3 · R−OCOO− + DBF (6b)

HNEt +3 · R−OCOO−
:+3W−−−−⇀↽−−−−
:−3W

HNEt +3 · R−O− + CO2 (6c)

HNEt +3 · R−O−
:+4W−−−−⇀↽−−−−
:−4W

R−OH︸ ︷︷ ︸
e.g.: 1D

D

+ NEt3 (6d)

By considering the forward processes to be faster than the backward ones, here the coarse-graining of the intermediates
through a stationary state approximation leads to

Fmoc−O−R
:−W−−−⇀↽−−−
:+W

R−OH + DBF + CO2 (7)

where

:−W =R · :+1W:+2W:+3W:+4W , :+W =R · :−1W:−2W:−3W:−4W , (8)

with kinetic factor

R =
!NEt3

:+2W:+3W:+4W + :−1W (:+3W:+4W + [DBF]:−2W ( [CO2]:−3W + :+4W))
≈

!NEt3

:+3W:+4W (:−1W + :+2W)
. (9)

�e symbol !NEt3
denotes the total amount of NEt3 added to the system to catalyze the waste-forming process. �e �nal

approximation is based on the assumption that :−2W and :−3W are small compared to the other rate constants.
Expressions (3) and (7) are commonly adopted in the literature to model this kind of fueling and waste-forming pro-

cesses4–6. Here, we have shown under which (reasonable) assumptions they can be considered as the coarse-grained
versions of elementary reaction pathways, whose fast dynamics can be safely neglected. We stress that the results in
the following do not rely on the chosen elementary model and can be extended also to more complicated schemes. Cru-
cially, it has been shown that the coarse-graining procedure described above is thermodynamically consistent, namely
it exactly retains the stationary state entropy production of the system, which is the key observable in our analysis3,7.
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II. DYNAMICS

�e evolution in time of the concentrations of the motor species^ = {2H, 2D, 1H
H, 1H

D , 1D
H, 1D

D} is ruled by the following
rate equations. Note that, from now on, we will abbreviate Fmoc−Cl as F, as it is the only fuel species.

dC

©«

[2H]
[2D]
[1D

H]
[1D

D]
[1H

H]
[1H

D]

ª®®®®®®®®®®¬︸ ︷︷ ︸
[^ ]

=

©«

1F(p) 1W(p) 2J 3F(d) 3W(d) 4F(p) 4W(p) 5J′ 6F(d) 6W(d)

−1 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1
0 0 0 1 1 −1 −1 0 0 0
1 1 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 −1 −1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 −1 −1
0 0 0 0 0 1 1 −1 0 0

ª®®®®®®®®®®¬︸                                                                        ︷︷                                                                        ︸
SX

·

©«

:
p
−F [2H] [HCl] − :p

+F [F] [1
D
H]

:
p
−W [2H] − :p

+W [CO2] [DBF] [1D
H]

:+J [1D
H] − :−J [1D

D]
:d
+F [F] [1

D
D] − :d

−F [HCl] [2D]
:d
+W [CO2] [DBF] [1D

D] − :d
−W [2D]

:
p
−F [HCl] [2D] − :p

+F [F] [1
H
D]

:
p
−W [2D] − :p

+W [CO2] [DBF] [1H
D]

: ′+J [1H
D] − : ′−J [1H

H]
:d
+F [F] [1

H
H] − :d

−F [HCl] [2H]
:d
+W [CO2] [DBF] [1H

H] − :d
−W [2H]

ª®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®¬︸                                         ︷︷                                         ︸
P = P+ − P−

. (10)

�e balance equations for concentrations of chemosta�ed species _ = {F, HCl, DBF, CO2} read

0 = dC
©«
[F]
[HCl]
[DBF]
[CO2]

ª®®®¬︸    ︷︷    ︸
[_ ]

=

©«

1F(p) 1W(p) 2J 3F(d) 3W(d) 4F(p) 4W(p) 5J′ 6F(d) 6W(d)

1 0 0 −1 0 1 0 0 −1 0
−1 0 0 1 0 −1 0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0 −1 0 1 0 0 −1
0 1 0 0 −1 0 1 0 0 −1

ª®®®®¬︸                                                                       ︷︷                                                                       ︸
SY

·

©«

:
p
−F [HCl] [2H] − :p

+F [F] [1
D
H]

:
p
−W [2H] − :p

+W [CO2] [DBF] [1D
H]

:+J [1D
H] − :−J [1D

D]
:d
+F [F] [1

D
D] − :d

−F [HCl] [2D]
:d
+W [CO2] [DBF] [1D

D] − :d
−W [2D]

:
p
−F [HCl] [2D] − :p

+F [F] [1
H
D]

:
p
−W [2D] − :p

+W [CO2] [DBF] [1H
D]

: ′+J [1H
D] − : ′−J [1H

H]
:d
+F [F] [1

H
H] − :d

−F [HCl] [2H]
:d
+W [CO2] [DBF] [1H

H] − :d
−W [2H]

ª®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®¬︸                                         ︷︷                                         ︸
P = P+ − P−

+
©«
�F
�HCl
�DBF
�CO2

ª®®®¬︸︷︷︸
O

,

(11)

with O collecting currents of the chemosta�ing processes which keep the corresponding concentrations constant. For
instance, from equation (11) we obtain the following expression for the fuelling current:

�F = �3F(d) + �6F(d) − �1F(p) − �4F(p) . (12)
To conclude this part, we introduce an alternative representation of the dynamics which will prove useful in some of

the following derivations. �e reader who is not interested in detailed derivations may safely skip the following formula
(as well as all the equations marked with an asterisk).

dC

©«

[2H]
[2D]
[1D

H]
[1D

D]
[1H

H]
[1H

D]

ª®®®®®®®®®®¬︸ ︷︷ ︸
[^ ]

=

©«

2H 2D 1D
H 1D

D 1H
H 1H

D

−(:̃p
− + :̃d

−) 0 :̃
p
+ 0 :̃d

+ 0

0 −(:̃d
− + :̃

p
−) 0 :̃d

+ 0 :̃
p
+

:̃
p
− 0 −(:̃p

+ + :̃+J) :̃−J 0 0

0 :̃d
− :̃+J −(:̃d

+ + :̃−J) 0 0

:̃d
− 0 0 0 −(:̃d

+ + :̃ ′−J) :̃ ′+J

0 :̃
p
− 0 0 :̃ ′−J −(:̃p

+ + :̃ ′+J)

ª®®®®®®®®®®®¬︸                                                                                                           ︷︷                                                                                                           ︸
W

·

©«

[2H]
[2D]
[1D

H]
[1D

D]
[1H

H]
[1H

D]

ª®®®®®®®®®®¬︸ ︷︷ ︸
[^ ]

. (13*)
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�e above equations are equivalent to equations (10), and we will make use of the W matrix in the following. Note
that we de�ned new pseudo �rst-order rate constants marked with a tilde: the ones referring to mechanical transitions
are identical to the ones introduced before (e.g., :̃+J = :+J), while for chemical transitions fuelling and waste-forming
rate constants are lumped together (e.g., :̃d

+ = :d
+F [F] + :

d
+W [DBF] [CO2] and :̃p

− = :
p
−F [HCl] + :p

−W). Despite symbols
redundancy, the use of the la�er rate constants will be convenient in § V B 2.

A. Topological properties

�e stoichiometric matrix S ≡ (SX,SY)T in Equations (10) and (11) encodes the topological properties of the chemical
reaction network (CRN). �e �rst class of them can be accessed by determining the cokernel of S , which is spanned by
the following vectors

ℓM =
( 2H 2D 1D

H 1D
D 1H

H 1H
D F HCl DBF CO2

1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
)
, (14)

ℓCO2
=

( 2H 2D 1D
H 1D

D 1H
H 1H

D F HCl DBF CO2

1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1
)
, (15)

ℓDBF =
( 2H 2D 1D

H 1D
D 1H

H 1H
D F HCl DBF CO2

1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0
)
, (16)

ℓCl =
( 2H 2D 1D

H 1D
D 1H

H 1H
D F HCl DBF CO2

0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0
)
. (17)

�e �rst of these vectors identi�es a conserved quantity

!M = ℓM ·
(
[^ ]
[_ ]

)
= [2H] + [2D] + [1D

H] + [1D
D] + [1H

H] + [1H
D]

dC!M = 0 , (18)

which is proved through the rate equations (10) and (11). It expresses the fact that the total concentration of the motor
species is determined by the initial conditions and cannot be altered by the dynamics. �e other three vectors identify
what we call broken conserved quantities

!CO2
= ℓCO2

·
(
[^ ]
[_ ]

)
=[2H] + [2D] + [F] + [CO2] , (19)

!DBF = ℓDBF ·
(
[^ ]
[_ ]

)
=[2H] + [2D] + [F] + [DBF] , (20)

!Cl = ℓCl ·
(
[^ ]
[_ ]

)
=[F] + [HCl] . (21)

�ey express the total concentrations of moieties (speci�c groups of atoms) whose number in the system is not deter-
mined by the initial conditions, as they are exchanged with the exterior through the chemosta�ing. Indeed, by using
again the rate equations, it can be shown that

dC!CO2
=�F + �CO2

, (22)
dC!DBF =�F + �DBF , (23)

dC!Cl =�F + �HCl . (24)

Namely, quantities !CO2
, !DBF and !Cl change only due to the exchange of fuel and waste species with the chemostats.

If the CRN was closed, they would be conserved by the dynamics like !M.
�e other useful piece of information contained in the stoichiometric matrix S is given by cycles. A cycle is a vector

in the kernel of SX, which corresponds to a series of reactions which upon completion leaves the concentrations of each
motor species unchanged. �ey play an important role at the steady state, where reaction currents can only �ow across
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cycles.

cT
F =

( 1F(p) 1W(p) 2J 3F(d) 3W(d) 4F(p) 4W(p) 5J′ 6F(d) 6W(d)

1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0
)
, (25a)

cT
W =

( 1F(p) 1W(p) 2J 3F(d) 3W(d) 4F(p) 4W(p) 5J′ 6F(d) 6W(d)

0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1
)
, (25b)

cT
a =

( 1F(p) 1W(p) 2J 3F(d) 3W(d) 4F(p) 4W(p) 5J′ 6F(d) 6W(d)

1 −1 0 0 0 −1 1 0 0 0
)
, (25c)

cT
b =

( 1F(p) 1W(p) 2J 3F(d) 3W(d) 4F(p) 4W(p) 5J′ 6F(d) 6W(d)

−1 1 0 −1 1 0 0 0 0 0
)
, (25d)

cT
n =

( 1F(p) 1W(p) 2J 3F(d) 3W(d) 4F(p) 4W(p) 5J′ 6F(d) 6W(d)

0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0
)
. (25e)

In the above vectors, each entry represents the number of times the corresponding reaction has to be performed in order
to complete the corresponding cycle. Minus signs indicate that the corresponding reaction is performed backwards in
the cycle, considering the clockwise cycling in Figure 2 of the main text as the forward direction (the same convention
is adopted for the reactions at the beginning of Sec. I, where le�-to-right is considered as forward direction). Cycles
cF, cW, ca and cb would be present also if the system was closed (fuel and waste species not chemosta�ed and free to
vary) and we call them internal cycles (mathematically, they are also right-null vectors of the whole S matrix8). �ey set
thermodynamic constraints on the rate constants that will be introduced later (Wegscheider’s conditions, equations (36)).
�e cycle cn involves a net exchange of chemicals with chemostats, and we call it emergent cycle because it arises only
when the system is open. Note that the set of vectors (25) is a complete basis for the cycles in the system, but it is
not unique. Another useful basis that we will exploit in § III A is the following, obtained from linear combinations of
vectors (25):

cT
n =

( 1F(p) 1W(p) 2J 3F(d) 3W(d) 4F(p) 4W(p) 5J′ 6F(d) 6W(d)

0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0
)
, (26a)

cT
1p =

1
2 (c

T
n − cT

F − cT
a ) =

( 1F(p) 1W(p) 2J 3F(d) 3W(d) 4F(p) 4W(p) 5J′ 6F(d) 6W(d)

−1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
)
, (26b)

cT
3d = cT

1p − cT
b =

( 1F(p) 1W(p) 2J 3F(d) 3W(d) 4F(p) 4W(p) 5J′ 6F(d) 6W(d)

0 0 0 1 −1 0 0 0 0 0
)
, (26c)

cT
4p = cT

a + cT
1p =

( 1F(p) 1W(p) 2J 3F(d) 3W(d) 4F(p) 4W(p) 5J′ 6F(d) 6W(d)

0 0 0 0 0 −1 1 0 0 0
)
, (26d)

cT
6d = cT

n − cT
W − cT

3d =
( 1F(p) 1W(p) 2J 3F(d) 3W(d) 4F(p) 4W(p) 5J′ 6F(d) 6W(d)

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 −1
)
. (26e)

For instance, the vector c1p describes the sequence of reactions 2H
1W(p)−−−−→ 1D

H
1F(p)−−−→ 2H. Cycles c1p, c3d, c4p, and c6d are

called futile cycles, since they consume fuel molecules without contributing to a forward step of the motor.

B. Stationary state

Given a set of values for the kinetic parameters and the total concentration of motor species !M (de�ned in equa-
tion (18)), for any choice of the chemosta�ed concentrations in _ the system will reach a stationary state distribution
(mathematically, this is because the network is complex balanced and con�ned9) such that dC [^ ]ss = 0 in equation (10).
It can be analytically computed using graph-theoretical techniques10–12 (see also Appendix A of reference 3 for a short
introduction):

[-U ]ss =
!M
N

∑
C ∈TU

∏
_∈C

:̃_ . (27*)

In the above expression,N =
∑
U

∑
C ∈TU

∏
_∈C :̃_ is a normalizing denominator and TU is the set of spanning trees rooted

in vertex U of the chemical reaction network representing the motor. �e index _ runs over all forward and backward
reactions such that :̃_ are the pseudo-�rst-order rate constants as de�ned in equation (13*). A rooted spanning tree is a
spanning tree with its edges oriented such that all edges point towards the root.
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For the experimental case where equations (1) hold, the above equations boil down to:

©«

[2H]ss

[2D]ss

[1D
H]ss

[1D
D]ss

[1H
H]ss

[1H
D]ss

ª®®®®®®®®®®¬
=
!M
N

©«

(:p
+F [F] + :+W [CO2] [DBF]) (:d

+F [F] + :+W [CO2] [DBF]) + (:p
+F [F] + :

d
+F [F] + 2:+W [CO2] [DBF]):J

(:p
+F [F] + :+W [CO2] [DBF]) (:d

+F [F] + :+W [CO2] [DBF]) + (:p
+F [F] + :

d
+F [F] + 2:+W [CO2] [DBF]):J

(:p
−F [HCl] + :−W) (:d

+F [F] + :+W [CO2] [DBF]) + (:p
−F [HCl] + :d

−F [HCl] + 2:−W):J
(:d
−F [HCl] + :−W) (:p

+F [F] + :+W [CO2] [DBF]) + (:p
−F [HCl] + :d

−F [HCl] + 2:−W):J
(:d
−F [HCl] + :−W) (:p

+F [F] + :+W [CO2] [DBF]) + (:p
−F [HCl] + :d

−F [HCl] + 2:−W):J
(:p
−F [HCl] + :−W) (:d

+F [F] + :+W [CO2] [DBF]) + (:p
−F [HCl] + :d

−F [HCl] + 2:−W):J

ª®®®®®®®®®®®¬
.

(28)

It is easy to see that if the steric hindrance caused by the macrocycle did not a�ect the rates of the fueling reaction (i.e.,
:

p
+F = :d

+F and :p
−F = :d

−F), the stationary state would be symmetric ([1H
H]ss = [1H

D]ss = [1D
H]ss = [1D

D]ss).
From equation (10), it follows that the stationary state current vector Pss must be a right null vector of the matrix SX.

As anticipated in the previous section (§ II A), this implies that the stationary state currents can be decomposed on a
basis of cycles:

Pss =
∑
8

k8c8 , (29)

where the index 8 runs over the elements of a complete basis of cycles and termsk8 are the currents �owing across each
cycle. Considering vectors (25) and (26) as basis sets:

©«

� ss
1F(p)

� ss
1W(p)

� ss
2J

� ss
3F(d)

� ss
3W(d)

� ss
4F(p)

� ss
4W(p)

� ss
5J′

� ss
6F(d)

� ss
6W(d)

ª®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®¬

=

©«

kcF +kca −kcb

kcW −kca +kcb +kcn

kcF +kcW +kcn

kcF −kcb +kcn

kcW +kcb

kcF −kca

kcW +kca +kcn

kcF +kcW +kcn

kcF +kcn

kcW

ª®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®¬

=

©«

−kc1p

kc1p +k ′cn
k ′cn

kc3d +k ′cn
−kc3d

−kc4p

kc4p +k ′cn
k ′cn

kc6d +k ′cn
−kc6d

ª®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®¬

. (30)

Note that, depending on the chosen basis set, the same cycle may be associated with a di�erent cycle current (i.e.,
kcn ≠ k ′cn ) in equation (30). We will come back to this point at the end of the next section (§ III A), when the set of
fundamental cycles and corresponding currents will be identi�ed. Here, we conclude by noticing that equation (30)
implies the following relations between steady state currents:

� ss B� ss
1F(p) + �

ss
1W(p) = �

ss
2J = � ss

3F(d) + �
ss
3W(d) = �

ss
4F(p) + �

ss
4W(p) = �

ss
5J′ = �

ss
6F(d) + �

ss
6W(d) = kcn +kcW +kcF = k

′
cn , (31a)

� ss
F =� ss

3F(d) + �
ss
6F(d) − �

ss
1F(p) − �

ss
4F(p) = 2kcn = 2k ′cn +kc1p +kc3d +kc4p +kc6d , (31b)

where � ss corresponds to the rate of net displacement of the macrocycle along the track in the stationary state. Note
that � ss and � ss

F are respectively expressed as � and �F in the main text, where we unambiguously refer to the stationary
state.

III. THERMODYNAMICS

Each species is thermodynamically characterized by chemical potentials of the form

`- = `◦- + ') ln[- ] , `. = `◦. + ') ln[. ] , (32)

where `◦
-

and `◦
.

are standard-state chemical potentials. As in the main text, we will denote the sum of the chemical
potentials of waste species as `W = `HCl+`DBF+`CO2

. Note that in the experimental Fmoc rotary motor (see equations (1))
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we have `◦1D
H

= `◦1D
D
= `◦1H

D
= `◦1H

H
B `◦1 , since the benzylic amide macrocycle only interacts with the two identical

fumaramide sites. �e equality `◦2H
= `◦2D

= `◦2 also holds in the experimental case.
Dynamics and thermodynamics can be connected via the so-called “principle of local detailed balance”8 which relates

the ratio of forward and backward rate constants of a single elementary reaction to the di�erence of standard-state chem-
ical potentials between its reagents and products, and thus to the free-energy exchanged with the reservoirs (thermal
bath and chemostats) each time the reaction happens:

') ln
:+d

:−d
= −

∑
-

`◦-S
-
d −

∑
.

`◦.S
.
d , (33)

where indexes - and . run over motor’s and chemosta�ed species, respectively, while index d runs over all the 10
reactions introduced in Section I. For closed systems, this relation is essentially the law of mass action which has been
known since the nineteen’s century in chemistry. Its open systems formulation was later extensively used and was
derived to ensure that microreversibility holds at equilibrium11,13,14. In the broader context of statistical mechanics,
similar relations were explicitly formulated in reference 15 and to the best of our knowledge the terminology “local de-
tailed balance” �rst appeared in reference 16 to denote a constructive principle for formulating physically sound models
describing nonequilibrium phenomena. It is nowadays the central concept underlying stochastic thermodynamics, the
theory that formulates the general principles for building nonequilibrium thermodynamics for a variety of dynamics,17,18

not always related to chemical processes. Under certain conditions, local detailed balance also holds for nonelementary
reactions as shown in references 3 and 7. �is is indeed the case for the coarse-grained rate constants of the fueling and
waste-forming reaction (see § I A), as commonly assumed4,5.

We note that the local detailed balance as stated in (33), is di�erent from how local detailed balance is discussed
in references 5 and 19. Indeed, only in contexts where there is only one possible transition (e.g. one chemical reaction
reaction) connecting a pair of states (e.g. two motor species), local detailed balance reduces to a constraint on the forward
and backward transition rates connecting the two. But in the cases where there are multiple transitions between a couple
of states (e.g. two reactions involving the same motor species but di�erent chemostats), local detailed balance only holds
at the level of each single transition16,17,20, as done in equation (33), and not at the level of the net (i.e. summed) transition
rates. �is important point is also discussed in comment 21.

At equilibrium, the thermodynamic forces driving each reaction (also called a�nities in the literature, a term not
adopted here to avoid confusion with binding a�nities) vanish

�
eq
d = −∑- `

eq
-
S-d −

∑
. `

eq
.
S.d = 0 , (34)

as well as all reaction currents

�
eq
d = �

eq
+d − �

eq
−d = 0 . (35)

Equations (33) imply the Wegscheider’s conditions for the internal cycles: the product of the forward rate constants
along each internal cycle must be equal to that of the backward rate constants

from cF : :
p
−F:+J:

d
+F:

p
−F:
′
+J:

d
+F = :

p
+F:−J:

d
−F:

p
+F:
′
−J:

d
−F , (36a)

from cW : :
p
−W:+J:

d
+W:

p
−W:

′
+J:

d
+W = :

p
+W:−J:

d
−W:

p
+W:

′
−J:

d
−W , (36b)

from ca : :
p
−F:

p
+W:

p
+F:

p
−W = :

p
+F:

p
−W:

p
−F:

p
+W , (36c)

from cb : :
p
+F:

p
−W:

d
−F:

d
+W = :

p
−F:

p
+W:

d
+F:

d
−W . (36d)

�ey set thermodynamic constraints that the kinetic parameters must satisfy, thus reducing freedom in their choice.
Note that, due to symmetries in the system (i.e., rate constants of reactions 1F(p) and 4F(p) are considered identical),
condition (36c) is trivially satis�ed and condition (36d) is implied by (36a) and (36b), which are therefore the only ones
reported in the main text.

�e dissipation of the process is captured by the entropy production rate times the temperature ) :

) ¤O = ')
∑
d

�d ln
�+d

�−d
≥ 0 , (37)

which also vanishes at equilibrium. Equation (37) shows that each of the 10 reactions in the vector 1 (see Section I)
brings a positive contribution to the total dissipation. We will use this property in Section IV to identify the speci�c
contributions of chemical and mechanical processes.

By using the rate equations and the local detailed balance (33), the dissipation in equation (37) can be rewri�en as

) ¤O = −dCG + ¤Wfuel , (38)
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where

G =[1D
H]`1D

H
+ [1D

D]`1D
D
+ [1H

H]`1H
H
+ [1H

D]`1H
D
+ [2H]

(
`2H − `DBF − `CO2

)
+ [2D]

(
`2D − `DBF − `CO2

)
+

+ [F] (`F − `W) − ')
(
!M + [F] + [HCl] + [DBF] + [CO2]

)
(39)

is the semigrand Gibbs potential of the system8, and

¤Wfuel = �F (`F − `W) (40)

is the fueling chemical work per unit of time (i.e., the fueling power). If `F = `W, equation (38) shows that G is a
monotonically decreasing function in time, given that ) ¤O ≥ 0.

A. Steady state entropy production and � ss/� ss
F

As pointed out in the main text, at stationary state (see § II B) the dissipation in equation (38) boils down to:

) ¤Oss = ¤Wss
fuel = �

ss
F (`F − `W) . (41)

It is instructive to look at the equivalent expressions of equation (41) which are obtained by decomposing the stationary
� ss
�

current on both cycles basis (25) and (26):

) ¤Oss = 2kcn (`F − `W) = (kc1p +kc3d +kc4p +kc6d + 2k ′cn ) (`F − `W) . (42)

�e �rst equality (decomposition according to the basis of vectors (25)) identi�es the cycle currentkcn as the fundamental
current in the stationary regime: it accounts for total dissipation once multiplied by its conjugated fundamental force
2(`F − `W), also denoted cycle’s a�nity; this is a consequence of the presence of a unique emergent cycle. �e second
one (decomposition according to the basis of vectors (26)) highlights how the consumption of fuel can be thought of as
happening due to 5 di�erent processes: the directional cycling of the macrocycle (k ′cn , which one would like to enhance),
and four futile cycles consuming fuel without inducing directional movement of the macrocycle (kc1p ,kc3d ,kc4p , andkc6d
which one would like to suppress). From the la�er perspective, we use relations (31) to introduce the following coe�cient
of performance (� ss/� ss

F ) quantifying how many fuel molecules are needed on average to complete a directional cycle:

� ss

� ss
F

=
k ′cn

kc1p +kc3d +kc4p +kc6d + 2k ′cn
. (43)

In the best possible scenario, namely when futile currents vanish and the fuel consumption is tightly coupled with
macrocycle directional movement, we have an average of 2 fuel molecules consumed per cycle, leading to an optimal
� ss/� ss

F of 0.5. Equation (43) allows to quantify how much the motor deviates from the optimal condition and will be
employed in the supplementary simulations of § VI B to further compare di�erent designs. In particular, the values
of � ss/� ss

F for the rotary motor can be directly compared with similar data measured for biological molecular motors.
For instance, in reference 22 ATP-synthase in yeast mitochondria was found to use on average about 3.9 H+ ions to
synthetize one ATP molecule, when the expected theoretical value predicted by models was 3.3 (85% of the theoretical
limit). As anticipated in the main text, our minimalist rotary motor consumes on average seven fuel molecules per cycle,
corresponding to a � ss/� ss

F of 0.15 (30% of the theoretical limit) in the experimental condition.

IV. INFORMATION THERMODYNAMICS PERSPECTIVE

If we stick to the description above, the motor appears as an autonomous system exploiting the chemical gradient
`F−`W to sustain currents. We can evaluate its performance through equation (43), but questions such as how e�ectively
the free energy harvested from the fuel is transduced by the motor to produce directional motion remain open. �e
detailed mechanism is be�er understood when the motor is thought of as a bipartite system, where we distinguish
between “mechanical” states me� = {H,D} referring to the position of the macrocycle, and “chemical” ones �em =

{2, 1H, 1D} indicating the state of the track (how many stoppers a�ached, if one, where). With this structure in mind,
the entropy production in equation (37) can be split as:
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) ¤O = ')
∑
d

�d ln
�+d

�−d
= ) '

∑
d

�d ln
(
:+d

:−d
.
−SYf

d

f

)
︸                        ︷︷                        ︸

¤(r

+) '
∑
d

�d ln-−S
Xf
d

f︸                ︷︷                ︸
dC(

=

= ') �2J ln :+J
:−J
+ ') �5J′ ln

: ′+J
: ′−J︸                                 ︷︷                                 ︸

) ¤(mech
r

+') �2J ln
[1D

H]
[1D

D]
+ ') �5J′ ln

[1H
D]
[1H

H]︸                                   ︷︷                                   ︸
)d̄C(mech

+

+ ') (�1F(p) + �4F(p) ) ln
:

p
−F [HCl]
:

p
+F [F]

+ ') (�3F(d) + �6F(d) ) ln
:d
+F [F]

:d
−F [HCl]︸                                                                               ︷︷                                                                               ︸

) ¤(chem,F
r

+

+ ') (�1W(p) + �4W(p) ) ln
:

p
−W

:
p
+W [DBF] [CO2]

+ ') (�3W(d) + �6W(d) ) ln
:d
+W [DBF] [CO2]

:d
−W︸                                                                                                        ︷︷                                                                                                        ︸

) ¤(chem,W
r

+

+ ') (�1F(p) + �1W(p) ) ln
[2H]
[1D

H]
+ ') (�3F(d) + �3W(d) ) ln

[1D
D]
[2D]

+ ') (�4F(p) + �4W(p) ) ln
[2D]
[1H

D]
+ ') (�6F(d) + �6W(d) ) ln

[1H
H]
[2H]︸                                                                                                                                                   ︷︷                                                                                                                                                   ︸

)d̄C(chem

≥ 0 ,

(44)

where terms

) ¤(mech
r = �2∆ (`◦1D

H
− `◦1D

D
) + �5∆′ (`◦1H

D
− `◦1H

H
) (45a)

) ¤(chem,F
r +) ¤(chem,W

r =

¤Wfuel︷        ︸︸        ︷
�F (`F − `W) +(�1F(p) + �1W(p) ) (`◦2H − `

◦
1D

H
− `DBF − `CO2

)+

+ (�4F(p) + �4W(p) ) (`◦2D − `
◦
1H

D
− `DBF − `CO2

) + (�3F(d) + �3W(d) ) (`◦1D
D
− `◦2D + `DBF + `CO2

)+

+ (�6F(d) + �6W(d) ) (`◦1H
H
− `◦2H + `DBF + `CO2

) (45b)

keep track of the free energy exchanged with the reservoirs by each of the two sets of degrees of freedom. Note
that fueling work by the chemostats is done on chemical degrees of freedom only. Terms d̄C(mech and d̄C(chem can be
rewri�en by introducing cumulative concentrations for the chemical subsystem: [2] = [2H] + [2D], [1H] = [1H

D] + [1H
H],

[1D] = [1D
D]+ [1D

H]; and for the mechanical one: [Hmech] = [2H]+ [1H
H]+ [1D

H], [Dmech] = [2D]+ [1H
D]+ [1D

D]. We thus have:

d̄C(mech/' = (�2J − �5J′) ln
[Hmech]
[Dmech]︸                        ︷︷                        ︸

dC(mech/'

−�2J ln
[Hmech] [1D

D]
[Dmech] [1D

H]
− �5J′ ln

[Dmech] [1H
H]

[Hmech] [1H
D]︸                                                    ︷︷                                                    ︸

− ¤Imech

d̄C(chem/' = (�1F(p) + �1W(p) − �3F(d) − �3W(d) ) ln
[2]
[1D] + (�4F(p) + �4W(p) − �6F(d) − �6W(d) ) ln

[2]
[1H]︸                                                                                                        ︷︷                                                                                                        ︸

dC(chem/'

+

−(�1F(p) + �1W(p) ) ln
[2] [1D

H]
[1D] [2H]

− (�3F(d) + �3W(d) ) ln
[1D] [2D]
[2] [1D

D]
− (�4F(p) + �4W(p) ) ln

[2] [1H
D]

[1H] [2D]
− (�6F(d) + �6W(d) ) ln

[1H] [2H]
[2] [1H

H]︸                                                                                                                                                                ︷︷                                                                                                                                                                ︸
− ¤Ichem

.

(46)

Now the interpretation of dC(mech and dC(chem is clear: they are the time derivatives of the subsystem’s Shannon-like
entropies8,23. If we could measure the two subsystems separately, the entropy production rates we would assign to them
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would be:

fmech B ¤(mech
r + dC(mech (47)

fchem B ¤(chem,F
r + ¤(chem,W

r + dC(chem . (48)

Concerning the other terms, we now justify the names ¤Imech and ¤Ichem by showing that their sum gives the time
variation of the mutual information between the two subsystems. �e reader who is not interested in technical details
can directly go to equation (51).

If we focus on the stochastic behavior of a single motor unit, the joint probability to �nd it in a certain mechanical
and chemical state evolves according to the following master equation:

dCp(chem,mech) =
∑

mech′,chem′

[
W(chem,mech),(chem′,mech′)? (chem′,mech′)

]
. (49*)

For instance, it is analogous to the one employed in reference 24 to study another example of a molecular motor. Note
how the structure of equation (49*) is analogous to the equation (13*) evolving the concentrations of the various motor
species. Indeed, when the number N of single motor units in the system is large, the probabilities p(mech, chem)
for each chemical species become sharply peaked on their average values. �us, we can perform the substitution
p(mech, chem) =

T (mech,chem)
#

=
[^ ]
!M

, which shows that equation (13*) is the macroscopic limit of equation (49*).
�is is crucial, because it implies that for such a case taking the macroscopic limit of stochastic quantities just means
to switch from the probability of a certain state to its concentrations. In this case, the stochastic mutual information
between mechanical and chemical subsystems reads:

IM =
∑

mech,chem
? (mech, chem) ln ? (mech, chem)

? (mech)? (chem) ≥ 0 , (50*)

which is a measure of the correlation between the two sets of degrees of freedom. In the above equation, ? (mech) =∑
chem ? (mech, chem) and ? (chem) = ∑

mech ? (mech, chem). �us, the mutual information in terms of macroscopic
concentrations can be de�ned as:

I B !MIM =

(
[2H] ln

[2H]
[Hmech] [2]

+ [2D] ln
[2D]

[Dmech] [2]
+ [1D

H] ln
[1D

H]
[Hmech] [1D]

+

+ [1D
D] ln

[1D
D]

[Dmech] [1D]
+ [1H

D] ln
[1H

D]
[Dmech] [1H]

+ [1H
H] ln

[1H
H]

[Hmech] [1H]

)
+ !M ln(!M) , (51)

and by straightforward computation and equation (18) we get

dCI = ¤Imech + ¤Ichem . (52)

To summarize, we showed that the entropy production of the full system can be wri�en as a sum of two individually
positive terms:

) ¤O = ) ¤Omech +) ¤Ochem = )fmech − ') ¤Imech︸                  ︷︷                  ︸
≥0

+)fchem − ') ¤Ichem︸                  ︷︷                  ︸
≥0

. (53)

Indeed, by substituting into equation (53) expressions (48), (46) and (45), we �nd

) ¤Omech = ) ¤(mech
r +)d̄C(mech = ')

∑
dmech

�dmech ln
�+dmech

�−dmech
≥ 0

) ¤Ochem = ) ¤(chem
r +)d̄C(chem = ')

∑
dchem

�dchem ln
�+dchem

�−dchem
≥ 0 (54)

where dmech = {2J, 5J ′} and dchem = {1F(p) , 1W(p) , 3F(d) , 3W(d) , 4F(p) , 4W(p) , 6F(d) , 6W(d) } denote the reactions chang-
ing the mechanical and the chemical state of the motor, respectively.

At stationary state, we have that dCI = 0 = ¤Imech
ss + ¤Ichem

ss (equation (51)), and also dC(mech and dC(chem vanish, as they
are state functions. By specializing equation (53) to the stationary state (where relations (31) are employed to simplify
the �nal expression) and de�ning ¤Imech

ss = − ¤Ichem
ss = − ¤I and ) ¤(mech

r,ss = ¤E, we �nally get the equation reported in the
main text (where the ss symbol has been dropped since there we unambiguously refer to the stationary state):

) ¤Oss = ) ¤Ochem
ss +) ¤Omech

ss = � ss
F (`F − `W) − ¤E − ') ¤I︸                         ︷︷                         ︸

≥0

+ ¤E + ') ¤I︸    ︷︷    ︸
≥0

≥ 0 . (55)
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V. THERMODYNAMIC CONSTRAINTS ON THE STATIONARY STATE DYNAMICS AND CONNECTIONWITH
KINETIC ASYMMETRY: THE ROTARY MOTOR AS A ROSETTA STONE FOR KINETIC AND THERMODYNAMIC

ANALYSIS

In this section, we examine in detail how equation (55) implies previous results obtained in the literature, namely
the kinetic asymmetry rule4,5. In general, we can distinguish three possible stationary states for this system. �e
equilibrium (i) is always reached when the chemical potential gradient acting on the system is null (`F = `W), no ma�er
the values of the rate constants (provided they ful�ll Wegscheider’s conditions in equations (36)). At equilibrium each
reaction current vanishes (� eq

d = �
eq
+d − �

eq
−d = 0) and no average net displacement of the macrocycle with respect to the

track can be observed. Whenever the chemical potentials of fuel and waste species are kept di�erent (e.g., `F > `W ),
a nonequilibrium stationary state with net currents is reached in the long time limit (see § II B). �is situation can be
“symmetric” (ii) – always when the position of the macrocycle does not a�ect the rates of the fueling and waste-forming
reactions – or “asymmetric” (iii) – the general case for the experiment we are considering. �e la�er is the interesting
one from the point of view of directionality, because it corresponds to an average directional motion of the macrocycle
along the track characterized by a non-null stationary state current � ss (equation (31)).

A. Condition for directional � ss

By considering the decomposition of the dissipation in equation (55):

) ¤Oss =

) ¤Ochem
ss︷                         ︸︸                         ︷

� ss
F (`F − `W) − ¤E − ') ¤I +

) ¤Omech
ss︷                                                ︸︸                                                ︷

� ss') ln
:+J: ′+J
:−J: ′−J︸               ︷︷               ︸
¤E

+ � ss') ln
[1D

H]ss [1H
D]ss

[1D
D]ss [1H

H]ss︸                      ︷︷                      ︸
') ¤I

, (56)

the following inequalities hold by virtue of the second law of thermodynamics for bipartite systems:

) ¤Ochem
ss = IF

ss (`F − `W) −) ¤Omech
ss ≥ 0 (57a)

) ¤Omech
ss = ¤E + ') ¤I = � ss')

(
ln
:+J: ′+J
:−J: ′−J

+ ln
[1D

H]ss [1H
D]ss

[1D
D]ss [1H

H]ss

)
≥ 0 . (57b)

As highlighted in the main text, net directional displacement of the macrocycle in the stationary state can be observed
only in the presence of mechanical dissipation () ¤Omech

ss > 0), as directed motion is a nonequilibrium behaviour. �is
implies that in order to have a non null � ss, a positive fueling work is required (IF

ss (`F − `W) > 0 in equation (57a), oth-
erwise the stationary state would be an equilibrium one). �is is not su�cient, since the sum of energy and information
�ow in equation (57b) must be positive too, namely a net free energy transfer from chemical to mechanical processes
must be present.

�e condition for a net directional displacement of the macrocycle in the stationary state can then be wri�en as:

ln
:+J: ′+J
:−J: ′−J

+ ln
[1D

H]ss [1H
D]ss

[1D
D]ss [1H

H]ss
= ln

� ss
+2J �

ss
+5J′

� ss
−2J �

ss
−5J′

≠ 0 . (58)

�anks to equation (31), it’s easy to realize that whenever the quantity in equation (58) is positive, � ss is positive too,
and vice-versa, thus guaranteeing equation (57b) to always hold. We will now show how the condition (58) (obtained
with nonequilibrium thermodynamic arguments) is equivalent to previous results obtained in the literature (based on
kinetic arguments).

B. Connection to kinetic asymmetry and  r

According to references 25 and 6, the condition for having directional currents in nonequilibrium chemical systems
(� ss ≠ 0) can be expressed in terms of the ratcheting constant, which for the motor under study reads

 r =
:+J: ′+J (:

p
−F [HCl] + :p

−W)
2 ( [F]:d

+F + [CO2] [DBF]:d
+W)

2

:−J: ′−J ( [F]:
p
+F + [CO2] [DBF]:p

+W)2 (:
d
−F [HCl] + :d

−W)2
≠ 1 , (59)
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with  r > 1 implying a positive forward current, and vice-versa. By using Wegscheider’s conditions (36),  r can be
rewri�en as4,5,25,26:

 r =
:+J: ′+J (:

p
−F [HCl])2 ( [F]:d

+F)
2

:−J: ′−J ( [F]:
p
+F)2 (:

d
−F [HCl])2︸                                 ︷︷                                 ︸

=1, see equation (36a)

(1 + :
p
−W

:
p
−F [HCl] )

2 (1 + [CO2 ] [DBF]:d
+W

[F]:d
+F

)2

(1 + [CO2 ] [DBF]:p
+W

[F]:p
+F

)2 (1 + :d
−W

:d
−F [HCl] )

2
=

(1 + :
p
−W

:
p
−F [HCl] )

2 (1 + [CO2 ] [DBF]:d
+W

[F]:d
+F

)2

(1 + [CO2 ] [DBF]:p
+W

[F]:p
+F

)2 (1 + :d
−W

:d
−F [HCl] )

2
.

(60)

In the following, we show how the condition  r ≠ 1 for a directional current � ss ≠ 0 is implied by equations (58).

1. Equilibrium condition

�e expression of the ratcheting constant in equation (60) can be further rearranged thanks to equations (32) and (33)
to get (see also Eq. (5) in 4):

 r =
(1 + :

p
−W

:
p
−F [HCl] )

2 (1 + :d
−W

:d
−F [HCl] e

− `F−`W
') )2

(1 + :
p
−W

:
p
−F [HCl] e

− `F−`W
') )2 (1 + :d

−W
:d
−F [HCl] )

2
, (61)

which nicely shows that  r = 1 (and then � ss = 0) whenever `F = `W, in analogy with equation (57a). Regardless of the
values of the rate constants, if there is no thermodynamic force (`F − `W = 0), the motor will relax to an equilibrium
stationary state with no directional currents, and the quantity in equation (58) will be zero.

2. Proof of the implication ¤Omech > 0→  r ≠ 1

We now prove that the condition on  r in equation (59) directly follows from equation (58). We do so by relying on
some results and techniques from graph theory (see appendixes of reference 3 for an introduction). �e reader who
is not familiar with this kind of techniques can directly go to the next paragraph, where a simpler proof valid for the
experimental case (where equations 1 hold) is presented.

First of all, we de�ne  r in terms of the pseudo rate constants introduced in equation (13*):

 r =
:̃+J:̃ ′+J (:̃

p
−:̃d
+)2

:̃−J:̃ ′−J (:̃
p
+:̃

d
−)2

=
Pcw
Pccw

, (62)

where Pcw and Pccw are the product of all forward clockwise and counterclockwise pseudo reaction constants, respec-
tively. By plugging the analytical expression (27*) for the steady state concentrations into the condition (58), the la�er
can be rewri�en as

©«:̃+J
∑
C ∈T1D

H

∏
d∈C

:̃d
ª®®¬ ·

©«:̃ ′+J
∑
C ∈T1H

D

∏
d∈C

:̃d
ª®®¬ −

©«:̃−J
∑
C ∈T1D

D

∏
d∈C

:̃d
ª®®¬ ·

©«:̃ ′−J
∑
C ∈T1H

H

∏
d∈C

:̃d
ª®®¬ ≠ 0 . (63*)

We recall that, for instance, the symbol T1D
H

denotes the set of spanning trees rooted in vertex 1D
H of the chemical reaction

network representing the motor. �erefore, each parenthesis in the above expression contains a sum of 6 terms that are
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each the product of 6 pseudo reaction constants. We can manipulate expression (63*) to get

©«:̃+J
∑

C ∈T1D
H
∧:̃−J ∈C

∏
d∈C

:̃d + Pcw

ª®®®¬ ·
©«:̃
′
+J

∑
C ∈T1H

D
∧:̃′−J ∈C

∏
d∈C

:̃d + Pcw

ª®®®¬
−

©«:̃−J
∑

C ∈T1D
D
∧:̃+J ∈C

∏
d∈C

:̃d + Pccw

ª®®®¬ ·
©«:̃
′
−J

∑
C ∈T1H

H
∧:̃′+J ∈C

∏
d∈C

:̃d + Pccw

ª®®®¬ =

0 + (P2
cw − P2

ccw) + Pcw

:̃+J
∑

C ∈T1D
H
∧:̃−J ∈C

∏
d∈C

:̃d + :̃ ′+J
∑

C ∈T1H
D
∧:̃′−J ∈C

∏
d∈C

:̃d

︸                                                          ︷︷                                                          ︸
Q

− Pccw

:̃−J
∑

C ∈T1D
D
∧:̃+J ∈C

∏
d∈C

:̃d + :̃ ′−J
∑

C ∈T1H
H
∧:̃′+J ∈C

∏
d∈C

:̃d

︸                                                          ︷︷                                                          ︸
Q

= (Pcw − Pccw) · (Pcw + Pccw +Q) ≠ 0 . (64*)

Since Pcw, Pccw, and Q are positive quantities, the above condition is satis�ed if and only if Pcw − Pccw ≠ 0 or, alter-
natively, Pcw/Pccw ≠ 1, thus fully proving the equivalence between condition (59) from references 4, 25, 5, and 6 and
condition (58) derived from the second law (57) for bipartite systems23.

3. Special proof for the experimental case

Here, we repeat the above proof for the special case of the experimental rotary motor, where the symmetries in
equations (1) hold and the expressions for stationary state concentrations is given by equations (28). By plugging the
la�er in equation (58), the condition for directional current boils down to:

(:p
−F [HCl] + :−W) (:d

+F [F] + :+W [CO2] [DBF]) + (:p
−F [HCl] + :d

−F [HCl] + 2:−W):J
(:d
−F [HCl] + :−W) (:p

+F [F] + :+W [CO2] [DBF]) + (:p
−F [HCl] + :d

−F [HCl] + 2:−W):J
≠ 1 , (65)

which is equivalent to

(:p
−F [HCl] + :−W) (:d

+F [F] + :+W [CO2] [DBF]) ≠ (:d
−F [HCl] + :−W) (:p

+F [F] + :+W [CO2] [DBF]) , (66)

and so

(:p
−F [HCl] + :−W) (:d

+F [F] + :+W [CO2] [DBF])
(:d
−F [HCl] + :−W) (:p

+F [F] + :+W [CO2] [DBF])
≠ 1 , (67)

which is exactly the square root of  r in equation (59) specialized for the experimental case.

4. On the magnitude of the stationary state current � ss

We conclude this section by deriving the expression of the stationary state current displayed in equation (4) of the
main text, which proves particularly useful to rationalize and discuss numerical simulations in the main text and in
§ VI B.

First of all, we rewrite the stationary state current de�ned in equation (31a) and equation (4) of the main text in terms
of the pseudo rate constants introduced in equation (13*):

� ss = :̃+J [1D
H]ss − :̃−J [1D

D]ss = :̃
′
+J [1H

D]ss − :̃ ′−J [1H
H]ss . (68)
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�is rewriting is trivial, since :̃+J = :+J , :̃−J = :−J , :̃ ′+J = : ′+J , and :̃ ′−J = : ′−J (see equation (13*)), but by plugging the
analytical expression (27*) for stationary state concentrations into equation (68) we get

� ss =
!M
N

©«:̃+J
∑
C ∈T1D

H

∏
_∈C

:̃_ − :̃−J
∑
C ∈T1D

D

∏
_∈C

:̃_
ª®®¬ =

=
!M
N

©«:̃+J
∑

C ∈T1D
H
∧:̃−J ∈C

∏
d∈C

:̃d + Pcw − :̃−J
∑

C ∈T1D
D
∧:̃+J ∈C

∏
d∈C

:̃d − Pccw

ª®®®¬ =
!M
N (Pcw − Pccw) =

=
!MPccw
N ( r − 1) = � ( r − 1) , (69*)

where we introduced the positive quantity � appearing in equation (4) of the main text. All the other symbols appearing
in the above equation have been de�ned in equations (27*) and (62). Equation (69) shows that the sign of the current
� ss is determined by  r being smaller or greater than 1, with no current for  r = 1, while its magnitude depends on the
actual value of both  r and � . Crucially, the value of � can be varied independently from the value of  r, thus allowing
for design modi�cations which can improve or stall a motor’s performance (but not altering the direction of cycling)
without varying its kinetic asymmetry. �is kind of e�ects are explored in the main text and in the next section with
the help of numerical simulations.

VI. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS

In order to be�er understand the implications of the model for the design of molecular motors, we performed a series
of numerical simulations solving numerically dynamical equations (10) while varying key rate constants and plo�ing
the predicted e�ect on the stationary state current (� in equation (4) in the main text, � ss in equations (31a) and (69)), the
thermodynamic e�ciency ([, equation (5) in the main text), and the quantity �/�F (stationary state current divided by
the rate at which fuel is consumed at the stationary state), which equates to the average number of cycles achieved per
molecule of fuel (see equation (43)). As stated in § III A, this last measure is a coe�cient of performance which is distinct
from e�ciency because it is independent of both the energy content of the fuel, instead looking at the e�ect of each
fuel molecule, and of whether the energy is dissipated mechanically or chemically, only re�ecting how well fuel use
correlates with unidirectional movement. In all the simulations, thermodynamic consistency was always guaranteed by
enforcing Wegscheider’s conditions (36).

It should be noted that the current is unbounded and can be positive or negative, indicating forward or backward
movement respectively, thermodynamic e�ciency is bounded between 0 and 1, and �/�F is bounded between 0.5 and
−0.5 (the sign indicating direction). �e value has a maximum of 0.5 because at minimum 2 molecules of fuel are required
for a complete cycle as the rotary motor is a two-stroke design, with two barriers to move past per cycle.

A. Parameters

�e parameters in Table I were adopted as reference in the numerical simulations of the model introduced in Section I.
�e chosen values are intended to be realistic and give a correct qualitative outcome. A precise quantitative analysis
would require more experimental data and is out of the scope of the present work. Apart where explicitly said or shown
in the graphs, reference parameters are kept constant in the numerical simulations.

B. Supplementary analysis of the numerical simulations

1. Chemical gating of the fueling reaction

In this simulation, the sum of the rates of the fueling reactions and the chemical gating ratio of the fueling reaction
were varied (Fig. 3a,b in the main text, Fig. 1). �is is the only source of chemical gating as no chemical gating is
introduced via the waste forming reactions in this simulation, as was the case in the experimental rotary motor (white
dot). With no chemical gating (white line) there can be no current in the motor and therefore thermodynamic e�ciency
and the number of cycles per unit of fuel are also always zero. For intermediate rates of the fueling reaction, the current
increases as the chemical gating increases. �is is because an increased kinetic bias means the motor spends more time
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Table I: Reference parameters employed in the numerical simulations. Rate constants :d
+F, :p

+F, :−W and :J are
estimated based on data collected in reference 1, where equations (1) hold, and related rotaxanes27. Rate constants :d

−F
and :+W are calculated by using equation (33) and assuming, based on known enthalpy-of-formation data, a di�erence
of the order of 102 : � <>;−1 in the standard chemical potentials between fuel and waste species (`◦F − `◦W). �e rate
constant :p

−F is obtained by using equation (36a) to guarantee thermodynamic consistency. �e total concentration of
motor’s species !M is the same as in reference 1. �e parameters involving chemosta�ed concentrations ([Fmoc−Cl],
[DBF] · [CO2] and [HCl]) are estimated based on the original experiment1 and other known data28. �e order of
magnitude of parameters [DBF] · [CO2] and [HCl] does not signi�cantly a�ect the results of simulations, since the
microscopic reverses of fueling and waste-forming reactions (rate constants :p/d

−F and :+W) are highly unfavorable.

:d
+F 8 · 10−3 mol−1 dm3s−1

:d
−F 1 · 10−27 mol−1 dm3s−1

:
p
+F 2 · 10−3 mol−1 dm3s−1

:
p
−F 2.5 · 10−28 mol−1 dm3s−1

:−W 8 · 10−6 s−1

:+W 1 · 10−26 mol−2dm6s−1

:J 1 · 101 s−1

!M 1 · 10−2 mol dm−3

[Fmoc−Cl] 3 · 10−2 mol dm−3

[DBF] · [CO2] 1 · 10−5 mol2 dm−6

[HCl] 1 · 10−18 mol dm−3

Supplementary Figure 1: Graphs depicting the variation in current, e�ciency, and �/�F as overall fueling rate
(x-axis) and fueling gating (y-axis) are changed. �e white dot indicates the approximate parameters of the
experimental rotary motor.

moving in the forward direction. A plateau is reached at higher values of chemical gating, indicating that other values
(for instance, shu�ling rate or waste formation rate) may become limiting to the current under these conditions. In this
case, the waste-forming reaction is likely to be limiting, as it can be seen that the corresponding plateau in the ‘cycles
per fuel molecule’ graph is at a value of approximately ±0.25. �is is the theoretical limit (with perfect fueling gating)
for a two stroke motor with no chemical gating of the waste-forming reaction (minimum two fuel molecules per cycle
because there are two barriers, but half the fuel molecules will lead to no step because of a backwards waste-forming
reaction).

Very slow fueling rates (far le� of the graphs) slow the motor to a near-stall, as the rate of reaction limits how fast
the rotation can be. �e graph of cycles per unit fuel shows that the motor is not actually stalled, just extremely slow
as the motor still achieves the same number of cycles for each unit of fuel under these conditions. Less intuitively, very
fast fueling rates (far right of the graphs) can actually stall the motor. �is is because the fueling reaction is so fast
that the mechanical distribution is e�ectively trapped as there is not su�cient time for mechanical equilibration before
both co-conformers react. �is promotes futile cycles, so fuel is still used despite less directional motion being achieved
and therefore fewer cycles are performed for each fuel molecule used. Directional motion is still possible, but a greater
chemical gating ratio is needed to achieve it. Under these conditions with a relatively very fast fueling reaction, a motor
can be e�ectively stalled even if the chemomechanical cycle has kinetic asymmetry arising from the chemical gating.

�e optimal thermodynamic e�ciency balances the competing factors of a fast fueling rate, allowing the mechanical
state to be pushed further from equilibrium, and fueling rates that are slow enough to limit futile cycles. �e symmetric
hotspots (thermodynamic e�ciency is independent of direction) are therefore on the right of the graph, towards faster
fueling rates where this balance is struck best. �e current and �/�F graphs are anti-symmetric around the horizontal
axis with a chemical gating ratio of one (i.e., with the chemical gating ratio inverted, the same current and �/�F are
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achieved but in the opposite direction).

2. Chemical gating of the waste-forming reaction

In this simulation, the overall rate and chemical gating ratio of the waste-forming reaction were varied, while the
chemical gating ratio of the fueling reaction was retained at a value of 4 (based on experimental measurements1, Fig. 2,
shown by the white dot in the �gures). �erefore, even in the absence of waste-formation chemical gating, there is a

Supplementary Figure 2: Graphs depicting the variation in current, e�ciency, and �/�F as overall waste-forming
rate (x-axis) and waste-forming gating (y-axis) are changed. �e white dot indicates the approximate parameters of the
experimental rotary motor.

driving force for the directional mechanical movement in the rotary motor from a positive information �ow. Primarily
this simulation shows the same as the fueling gating equivalent, while also showing that the waste-forming gating can
cancel out the free energy transfer to the mechanical processes from the fueling gating and stall the motor. �is gives the
chemomechanical cycle no net kinetic asymmetry which is a condition synonymous with zero mechanical dissipation
due to the absence of net free-energy �ow between chemical and mechanical transitions. Where this direct negation
occurs (white line), the current, e�ciency and number of cycles per unit fuel are all inherently zero.

An interesting di�erence is that fast waste-forming reaction do not appear to cause a loss of current, e�ciency, or
cycles per fuel molecule. �is is because the states preceding a waste-forming reaction (2H or 2D) are not able to undergo
mechanical exchange and are therefore inherently always at mechanical equilibrium (precluding the mechanism by
which fast fueling leads to a lower current, e�ciency, and cycles per fuel). However, as the current model neglects the
possibility for the rotary motor to lose both barriers, which is more likely to occur with faster waste-forming reactions,
deviations from this behavior are expected. If this detail were included, it would be expected that faster waste-forming
reactions would also lead to a loss of current, e�ciency, and cycles per fuel.

3. Further exploration of chemical gating

Be�er currents and e�ciencies are theoretically obtainable with double-gated machines, in which both the fueling
and waste-forming processes are chemically gated29. A simulation in which the gating ratios of both reactions could
be independently varied (Fig. 3) supports this idea, showing that the highest currents and e�ciencies are predicted for
motors in which both chemical processes are gated (top right and bo�om le�). Furthermore, no ma�er the magnitude
of gating for one process, the motor would be stalled if the other process is biased in the opposite direction (white line,
bo�om right to top le� of the graphs), leading to zero total kinetic asymmetry and precluding mechanical dissipation.
Although the overall rates of the fueling and waste-forming reactions are di�erent within the model, it appears that the
contributions of fueling and waste-forming gating are symmetric and of equal importance for current, e�ciency, and
�/�F. Additionally, this was the only simulation to approach the theoretical maximum limit of 0.5 cycles per fuel molecule,
demonstrating that this requires large chemical gating values for both chemical processes. Under the conditions in which
this limit is reached (top right and bo�om le�), it follows that further improvements to current and e�ciency would
have to come from other parts of the chemomechanical cycle. �e limiting factor in this simulation is most probably the
overall rates of the fueling and waste-forming reactions, though could plausibly be shu�ling rate under other conditions.
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Supplementary Figure 3: Graphs depicting the variation in current, e�ciency, and �/�F as chemical gating of the
fueling reactions (x-axis) and the waste-forming reactions (y-axis) are changed. Shu�ling rates and overall rates of the
fueling and waste-forming reactions are kept constant at experimental values throughout. �e white dot indicates the
approximate parameters of the experimental rotary motor.

4. Introducing energy �ow with power strokes without varying kinetic asymmetry

In this simulation, the shu�ling rate and ratio of clockwise and anticlockwise shu�ling rates were varied (Fig. 3c,d
in the main text, Fig. 4), introducing energy �ow via two power strokes. �e simulation treats both halves of the rotary

Supplementary Figure 4: Graphs depicting the variation in current, e�ciency, and �/�F as overall shu�ling rate
(x-axis) and power stroke magnitude (y-axis) are changed. �e power strokes are added in such a way as to keep the
transition state energies and hence the kinetic asymmetry constant by compensating for changes to the mechanical
transitions with the rates of the chemical transitions (see the Methods section of the main text). �e white dot
indicates the approximate parameters of the experimental rotary motor.

motor cycle (Fig. 2) as identical (:+J = : ′+J , :−J = : ′−J). As explained in the Methods section of the main text, in this
simulation Wegscheider’s consistency conditions (equations (36)) were imposed by varying rate constants :p

+W and :p
+F

according to variations in shu�ling rate constants, such that the kinetic asymmetry ( r) of the chemomechanical cycle
is not changed by the introduction of power strokes (e�ectively keeping the absolute transition state energies of the
chemical transitions constant), which can nevertheless vary the positive factor � in equation (69). �is allows us to
explore changes caused only by power strokes to identify if, and how, power strokes have any e�ect on the behavior of
the molecular motor.

For relatively slow shu�ling rates (far le� of the graphs) the motor is e�ectively stalled, with no signi�cant current,
thermodynamic e�ciency, or cycles per unit fuel. As well as slow shu�ling leading directly to low current, this situation
is synonymous with the fast fueling reaction condition described above, in which the mechanical equilibration is slow
enough that the mechanical distribution is trapped out by the relatively fast fueling reaction. Fast shu�ling rates (far
right of the graphs) do not appear detrimental to either the current or the number of cycles per fuel molecule, but ther-
modynamic e�ciency with respect to how free energy is dissipated is strongly adversely a�ected. �is is because fast
shu�ling hinders the generation of a concentration bias with respect to the equilibrium distribution in the mechanical
states by more rapidly enabling equilibration. �e position of optimal thermodynamic e�ciency is determined by a
trade-o� between shu�ling slow enough that the mechanical states are signi�cantly far from their equilibrium distribu-
tion in the steady state, but fast enough not to too strongly promote futile cycles. It is particularly noticeable from the
graphs that the optimal region of thermodynamic e�ciency contours around the region in which �/�F, the number of
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cycles per fuel molecule, moves from a non-productive plateau (le� of the graphs) to a productive plateau (right of the
graphs). �is is because slow shu�ling decreases both e�ciency and �/�F, while the la�er is independent of the path by
which the energy from the fuel is dissipated. As a result, it is una�ected as the degree of energy dissipated through the
mechanical processes decreases because of faster shu�ling.

A key di�erence can be seen between graphs in the region describing negative energy �ow from backwards power
strokes (bo�om, where :+J/:−J = : ′+J/: ′−J < 1, so clockwise shu�ling requires gain of chemical potential). In this
region, the thermodynamic e�ciency and the number of cycles per unit fuel are independent of the magnitude of the
power stroke and dependent only on the overall shu�ling rate. Conversely, the current is strongly dependent on the
power stroke magnitude. �is arises because the current is directly reduced by the slow forward mechanical transitions
associated with backward power strokes which limit the rate of the forwards chemomechanical cycles. However, e�-
ciency and �/�F are not a�ected as the decrease in the current (� ) is o�set by the decrease in the fuel consumption rate
(�F).

In the region with a positive energy �ow arising from forwards power strokes, (top, where :+J/:−J = : ′+J/: ′−J > 1, so
clockwise shu�ling lowers standard chemical potential) all three quantities are dependent on both the overall shu�ling
rate and the magnitude of the power stroke. If the power stroke is too large or overall shu�ling rate is too small (top
and le� of the graphs), futile cycles are favored, decreasing the current and thermodynamic e�ciency and requiring
more fuel per cycle on average. �is is because the proximal species (1H

D or 1D
H) are su�ciently destabilized so that the

unwanted proximal fueling reaction is faster than mechanical shu�ling. It is especially unfavorable if a large power
stroke and slow overall shu�ling rate are combined.

�e maximum current is seen in a region with positive energy �ow from forward power strokes but faster mechanical
transitions (top right of the graphs). �is is because, at steady state, the energy �ow is increased by adding power
strokes faster than information �ow is decreased by biasing the mechanical equilibrium. �is is a speci�c property of
nonequilibrium regimes, where the standard chemical potentials and mutual information contributions to the total free-
energy �ow, which must inherently cancel at equilibrium, may di�er in a nonequilibrium steady state. In mathematical
terms we have, for the sum of energy and information �ows:

¤E + ') ¤I = � (`◦1D
H
− `◦1D

D
+ `◦1H

D
− `◦1H

H
+ ') log

[1D
H] [1H

D]
[1D

D] [1H
H]
) ≥ 0 . (70)

At mechanical equilibrium, both the current � and the quantity in parenthesis are individually zero, since the concentra-
tions are distributed accordingly to the exponential of the the di�erence in standard chemical potentials divided by ') .
As soon as the system is driven out of equilibrium, the di�erence in standard chemical potentials stays constant (and
positive in the region we are considering). In the presence of kinetic gating in the forward direction, the magnitude of the
logarithm (negative, in the region we are considering) decreases. �is is because, while the equilibrium favors 1D

D over
1H

D and 1H
H over 1D

H, the fueling kinetic gating is such to �a�en this correlation, thus reducing mutual information. As a
result, the mutual information contribution decreases towards more negative values slower than the standard chemical
potential contribution increases towards positive values, so that the sum in the parenthesis is positive. In the presence
of fast shu�ling, the concentration distribution stays very close to the equilibrium one and the quantity in parenthesis
is very small, thus making the e�ciency very low. In other words, when the shu�ling is fast, the mechanical transitions
stay very close to equilibrium. �is does not contradict the fact that we observe a high current in the stationary state,
because ratio :+J [1D

H]ss/:−J [1D
D]ss = :

′
+J [1H

D]ss/: ′−J [1H
H]ss being close to 1 does not imply that the di�erence giving the

current � = :+J [1D
H]ss − :−J [1D

D]ss = : ′+J [1H
D]ss − : ′−J [1H

H]ss is small. Indeed, this is a clear example showing why the
entropy production, not the current or �/�F, is a measure of how far from equilibrium this system operates. Despite
the increased current, the average number of cycles per fuel molecule remains unchanged between the high-current
area (top right of the graphs) and the region with no or negative energy �ow (bo�om of the graphs), showing that only
current is a�ected. In the same area, the e�ciency plot shows that a very low percentage of the fueling free-energy is
made available to the mechanical transitions, indicating that this regime, while optimizing current (� ) and �/�F, may not
be optimal to perform work (e.g., transporting cargoes).

5. Introducing energy �ow with a power stroke together with varying kinetic asymmetry

In contrast to the previous case, if Wegscheider’s consistency conditions are imposed by varying rate constants :p
+W

and :p
−F (and not :p

+W and :p
+F) according to variations in shu�ling rate constants, the introduction of a power stroke

will change the kinetic asymmetry of the chemomechanical cycle (Fig. 5). Unsurprisingly, the graphs produced for
this scenario appear to display a combination of the features seen when power stroke magnitude (Fig. S.4) and kinetic
asymmetry (Figs. S.1 and S.2) are altered independently. In the region with a positive power stroke and the associated
larger kinetic asymmetry, the current and �/�F increase. As with the fueling gating variation (Fig. S1) �/�F, the number of
cycles per fuel molecule, approaches the theoretical cap of ±0.25 for a motor with an unbiased waste-forming reaction.
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Supplementary Figure 5: Graphs depicting the variation in current, e�ciency, and �/�F as overall shu�ling rate
(x-axis) and power stroke magnitude (y-axis) are changed. �e total power stroke magnitude is not compensated by
changes in fuel addition and waste removal transition rates (:p

+F and :p
−W), therefore allowing the kinetic asymmetry to

change. Instead, the transition rates of reverse processes (waste addition and fuel removal, :p
+W and :p

−F) are altered to
retain Wegscheider’s conditions and thermodynamic validity (see the Methods section of the main text). �e white dot
indicates the approximate parameters of the experimental rotary motor.

�is is because the heights of the waste-forming transition states do not change (and hence remain identical to each
other within the model) so any change in the power stroke is compensated by a corresponding change in the rates of
the waste-forming reactions. �e maximum e�ciency in the region with positive power strokes is the highest seen
in any simulation, appearing in the region with slower absolute shu�ling for same reasons as previously discussed
(see § VI B 1, VI B 2, and VI B 4), indicating that this combined approach, introducing power strokes with concomitant
increase in kinetic asymmetry, may be an e�cient design for molecular motors.

As with the simulations varying kinetic asymmetry by altering chemical gating of the fueling or waste-forming
reactions, the direction of the rotary motor can be inverted with su�ciently negative power strokes. However, these
graphs are not symmetrical and a lower maximum current and e�ciency are seen in the negative current region as the
chemical gating inherent to the system (i.e., with no power strokes) favors a positive (clockwise) current.

6. Causing power strokes to cancel out

In this simulation (Fig. 6), shu�ling rate and power stroke magnitude are, again, altered. �is time, however, the

Supplementary Figure 6: Graphs depicting the variation in current, e�ciency, and �/�F as overall shu�ling rate
(x-axis) and power stroke magnitude (y-axis) are changed. �e power strokes are introduced so that they cancel out
(i.e., energy release by the �rst mechanical transition is always mirrored by an identical energy gain in the second) and
lead to no net energy �ow within the chemomechanical cycle. �e pink plus and orange cross indicate the properties
expected from changing one fumaramide group to a succinamide. �e pink plus indicates the values obtained from
single-molecule experiments30, while the orange cross shows the values found in a related rotaxane-based system31.
�e white dot indicates the approximate parameters of the experimental rotary motor.

direction of one power stroke is always opposite to the other while they retain the same magnitude, cancelling out
each other’s contribution. �erefore, no energy �ow is introduced across the full chemomechanical cycle and kinetic
asymmetry remains inherently unaltered. �is is most easily realized by switching one binding site for a more weakly or
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more strongly coordinating station. In the �gures, the orange cross marks the predicted position of a motor equivalent
to the experimental motor but with one station that binds the macrocycle 2.7 kJ mol−1 more strongly than the other,
equating to a 3 : 1 bias in occupancy. �is motor is predicted to operate at about 80% of the current of the original design
as it appears futile cycles would be promoted and ≈ 20% fewer cycles would be achieved, despite the same overall rate of
fuel use. If the di�erence in binding strength is increased to 23 kJ mol−1, the di�erence measured for the binding of the
benzylic amide macrocycle used in the rotary motor to a fumaramide site compared to a succinamide site30, the motor
is e�ectively stalled, achieving no signi�cant current, e�ciency, or number of cycles per fuel molecule.

As before (see § VI B 1, VI B 2, VI B 4, and VI B 5), slow shu�ling (le� of the graphs) can be seen to stall the motor as
futile cycles are favored, and once again, the area of maximum e�ciency comes where this e�ect best balances with the
degree to which the mechanical states are kept away from equilibrium in the steady state. Fast shu�ling does not a�ect
the current or the number of cycles per fuel molecule.

All graphs indicate that any change away from degenerate stations (moving up the y-axis) will always be detrimental
for the motor in terms of current, e�ciency, and the number of cycles per fuel molecule. �is arises from a decreased
capacity to support information �ow in the motor as one station becomes more favored, which in turn decreases the
ability of the motor to sustain a current. �e full details and origins of this e�ect are not fully explored in this current
work and warrant further experimental and theoretical investigation.

7. Conclusion

While the above by no-means represents an exhaustive analysis of all possible design feature alterations, even for the
speci�c small-molecule motor analyzed in this paper, several important considerations have been identi�ed. Further-
more, as future experimental systems become available to study, we envisage that similar analyses will help establish
more general design considerations for molecular motors. �ese may become invaluable when pu�ing molecular motors
to work and may help clarify the driving forces behind the functioning of biological molecular motors.
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